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Introductory Note

The end of the post-World-War.lI economic boom marked
an historic turning point for U.S. capitalism. The rulers
are trying to make working people pay (or the economic
crisis by reducing living standards, degrading working
conditions, and slashing social services.

The SWP political resolution adopted in August t975,
Prospects for Socialism in America, states: "This will
inevitably lead to a sharpening of the American class
struggle in all its forms and to deepening class polariza
tion. While the tempo of this polarizat.ion cannot be
predicted, its general features are clear. Millions of
workers will search for the road to independent political
action and will more and more turn to class-struggle
methods. On the other hand, rightist demagogues and
fatlcist movements pretending to offer 'radical' solutions to
the capitalist crises will come forward as candidates for
power." (Quoted from Prospects for Socialism in America,
by Jack Barnes et al. [New York: Pathfinder Press, 1976]).

The documents and articlcs in this volume examine the
characteristics of three significant incipient fascist trends
that appeared in the United States during the depression
of the 19.10s and the cold war witch·hunt of the 1950s.

Father Coughlin's Social Justice movement, Frank
Hague's dictatorial antilabor regime in Jersey City, New
Jersey, and Senator Joseph R. McCarthy's anticommunist
crusade are described and evaluated.

Coughlin, Hague, and McCarthy never succeeded in
building an organized mass movement as did Hitler and
Mussolini. Nor did they win ruling class support to the
same degree all thc German and Italian fascists. Instead,
the development of these fascist formations was cut off at
an early !ltuge.

Instead of turning to fascism in the 1930s, the ruling
class extricated itself from the depression by mcans of a
world war.

In the 1950s, the ruling class turned away from head·on
confrontation with the Soviet Union after the Korean war
and wartime prosperity was extended into peacetime. As a
result, McCarthy lost both his usefulness to the ruling
class and his muss support. As the SWP 1975 political
resolution stutes, "McCarthyism, which was un extension
of the cold-war antilabor policies and loyalty purges
initiated by Truman, had an incipient fascist logic of its
own that eventually proved counterproductive to the ruling
dass. The reactionary Wisconsin dcma~ogue had his
wings clipped" (Prospects, cited above).

Study of these movements provides lessons for working
people about fascism and the fight against it. It demon·
strates that American fascism, as it appeared in these
instances, was not a carhon copy of the fascist movements
led by Mussolini in Italy and Hitler in Germany. On the
contrary Coughlin, Hague, and McCarthy sOUght to build
an American fascist movement, arising out of the
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American claes struggle and appealing to American
prejudices. Thus, their movements had characteristics that
were very different from the German Nazis and the Italian
fascists, while sharing their antilabor and antidemocratic
essence.

A look at the role and nature of these movements helps
place the current weight and importance of faAcist groups
in t.he United States into proper perspective. While fascist
and fascist-like organizations ranging from the Ku Klux
Klan and the National Socialist White People's Party to
the National Caucus of Labor Committees ("U.S. Labor
Patty") have made some gains from the current racist
offensive, none has achieved a substantial mass base. It
remains to be seen whether any of these groups or some
new formation will emerge as the leadership of a mass
fascist movement in the United States.

Farrell Dobbs states in the Education for SocialisUl
publication, Counter-mobiLization: A Strategy to Fight
Racist and Fascist Attacks, "The capitalists are very
happy to use the far-out types we run into today. They
cause some confusion, stir things up a little, and plow a
little ground for a morc scrious development of fascism.
But they are not the real animal we will be fighting when
the combat gets really tough."

The materials in this collection demonstrate the ineffec
tiveness of the class·collaborationist practices of the trade
union bureaucracy in combatting fascist attacks. In the
1930s, these reformists counted on capitalist politicians
like President Franklin Roosevelt and New York Mayor
Fiorello La Guardia to protect them from fascism. In the
1950s, they supported the policies of the Democratic witch
hunters against the Republican witch-hunters. They went
so for in trying to placate McCarthy as to carry out their
own witch-hunts in the unions. Such policies led to
setbacks for labor, even though in these cases the fascist
movements were stopped far short of taking power.

The SWP on the other hand always fought for a strategy
of working-dass independence on the political arena and
for working-class countermobilizations against the fascists.
It has advocated the right of self-defense against fascist
terrorists.

This publication is the third in a series of Education for
Socialists publications on American fascism. Taken
together with Counter-mobilization: A Strategy to Fight
Racist and Fascist Attacks, by Farrell Dobbs and The
Fight Against Fascism in the USA, this volume is a useful
introduction to the problems of analysis, strategy, and
tactics involved in the working-class struggle against
fascism.

Thanks are due to Brian Shannon for his assistance in
selecting the items included in this series.

Fred Feldman
July 1976



Father Coughlin: Fascist Demagogue

By Joseph Hansen

Father Coughlin: FMcist Demagogue, by Joseph Hansen was
issued in pam phlet form by Pioneer Publishers in 1939. It is based
on a series that appeared that year in the Socialist Appea.l.

Father Charles E. Coughlin's "Social Justice" movement was
the most influential of the fascist movements that began to gain
adherents when the sharp economic downturn of 1937 and 1938
revealed the bankruptcy of the New Deal, The development of
these fascist currents was cut off by the opening of World War II.

The Rise 01 the "Radio Priest"
In the SUll1lller of 1926, an obscure Catholic priest began

broadcasting over the radio in Detrnit.

For three years he spoke steadi'lf without gaining any
following beyond a local one. !His speeches were not par
ticularly striking. He said nothing to distinguish himself
a~ differenl from hundreds of others who performed for
America's loudspeakers.

Then the 1929 crash ushered in the worst depression
United States capitalism had yet experienced.

Something differellt did occur then. The obscure priest
launched a series of violent attacks against "communism."
His named zoomed illto the national spotlight,

He began broadening his activities like a business mall
who has succeeded in selling a huge issue of stock for a
newly formed company.

In the Jowest depths of the depreSSion, he built himself
a ll1illion dollar shrinc. He began publishing a sleek maga
zine that carried not a line of advertising, yet sold for only
a dime-an editor's day dream come true. He organized
a wide political movement. He added radio stations to his
network ulltil today forty-eight are broadcasting his
speeches-at an estimated cost of $8,000 each-to an audi
ence that may number millions,

Big Business 1)"("0011" ("olll1l him an intimate. Many
C()llgTeS~rl1Cl\ t()l\~idl"1" hill\ tllC grl'atcst political force out
side lhl' \Vhite Iioust', Fa~cists the world over hail
him as aIllOng the ehid 0 i their dark 11l1l11bcr.

The labor 1ll0VellH'l1t l\<Is dell<JtlllCed h\111 !"l'Vl"atedly,
This is the Reverend Ularlt's I·~. ('ol1ghlill.

Political Checkerboard
The po\itieal program he has fullo\\'t1j is as astoundillg

;'IS his rise f roll \ obscurity.
.\1 first the "radill pril'~t" urg-cd his listeners to put their

tl"lhl ilr I'n'~i(kllt I kl'l>nt II,jlll'l'r, the "~rcat C'll~il1('er."

.\ ~ late as .Ial\\lary t I, 11.U 1, he dcclarnl t lillt "wc have
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The economic upturn produced by war preparations and the wave
of patriotic sentiment directed against the Nazis combined to ease
the political crisis facing the capitalists and to considerably
reduce the faRcisls' audience.

As a gesture toward Roosevelt, Coughlin's superiors in lhe
Catholic hierarchy barred him from participating in politics in
1942 and he eventually sank into obscurity.

lost Il'l lait h whal sl)c\"l'r" ill I-'rcsidt'llt II, ~ "'er and his
cabinet.

Then he ~witchcd to the New l)(onl and supporled it so
eloq lIell tI)' tha t he hc'rallle one () f the 11" lSt ill t1 Hen! ia I
sp(lkl'sl11e 11 for the I~ oose "ell .\ dill i\l i~l r;lI i, lll.

'·Nuos,,?) ..!1 lir NI/in" lI'as his slog-an,
Jl.lilliolls bl·licH'd llilll' awl r!IllSC !("v.I'",,','!I.
Oil Noveillher II, l'U4, shortly after tht, ri~l' of Adulph

IJilkr to pOIl'l'r in C;crillany, he bUllched his, lrg:lI\izatioll,
the National Unioll lor Sodal Jtl~tk<.:, 1Je wrote the pro
gri.llll for this organizatioll himself. It has never electe'l
him as its leader or eOllstitlltcd itscl f on democratic lines.
Political discussioll at its unit IIleetings is strictly forbid
den. COll~hlill is self-appoillted SUpreme dictator.

J11 the 1'l3fi presidelltial t:lmpaign he s\\'itrh<'d from the
New Deal alld supported \Villi:lI11 Lemke for president.

When l.cll1ke was beaten at the polls, the "radio priest"
retired f rOn! public Ii fc. Dut his retiren\t'llt 'v ,~~ only
tenlporary.

He came back on the air with a new twist to his political
program-ayaiJlsl lite Jews . . ,revo!ulioJl ." prepare for
violenu. ...

Now his movement is spreading from coast to coast.
In every city unemployed youths hawk his ma~azine Social
iustice , He is conducting an essay contest with prizes
amounting to $16,000.

Many people consider him the only hope, the only way
out of the depression. Many others consider him the most
dangerous menace yet to appear on the American political
scene.

Father Coughlin Promises
The magazine and the radio speeches, copies of which

Father Coughlin mails out free by the hundreds of thou
sands. are designed to appeal to those who have been
crushed by the depression-the millions of unemployed,
youth who see only a blank future, farmers facing ruin,
those who see 'no more hope in Roosevelt's New Deal.



'" ~m for a just anllual living wage," he declares, "I
am lor labor's right to organize, , am for the cost of
living being maintained all an even keel; alld I am for
prrferring the sanctity of human rights to the sallctity of
property with government's chief concern for the poor."

Who could be against a program like that?
But Father Coughlin W:\$ not the first man to stand

for labor's right to organize, \lor the only onc to point out
the high cost of living. Father Coughlin is not the first
orator to round out [Jungent anel st inging phrases about
the sanctity of human rights,

\Vhy should a program so COI1I11\Onp)<1cc as that create
such excitement and clamor, a\ld Ollt of ;tn obscure priest
create a national political fil:"llre with app:uelltly unlimited
funds at his disposal?

Beca/Me Ilrat is llOt Iris rl!al progrewl.

Coughlin and the New Deal
Atone tillie, if you r memory goes hack as far as Presi

dent Roosevelt's election campaign, the New Deal prom
ised these very sallie things.

And Father Coughlin backed the New Dcal olle hundred

per cent.

"The International ba.nkers are on their way out," he
promised, side by side with Roosevel~. "The prosperity
IdenUrled with the year 1926 Is not too tar distant."

"March 4th, 1933! What a memorable day that was!
It was the birthday of the 'new deal.' all. tha.t c1ate a
voice went ringing around the world announcing a new
Declaration of Independence. Belore the minds of th&
mlllloDs who listened there was revived the drama. of
Christ as He lashed the money·changers lrom the
Temple." (The New Deal In Money, p. 36.)

Father Coughlin described Roosevelt to his rapt follow
ers as the "New Liucalll," the "prolalor of Ihe common
people," and he declared himself ready to follow "our
leader to tile end."

"I still proclaim to YOU that It Is either 'Roosevelt or
Ruin.' 1 sUpport lUrn today av.;l wlll support him tomor
row." (Radio Speech, March 11. 1933.)

Father Coughlin even held a llumher of secret confer·
ences with "New Lincoln" Roosevelt hilHSel f. The nature
of those conferences has 110t been cJivulged to this day.
Frequently he called the President's personal secretary
over long-distance telephone.

High, wide, and handsome, Coughlin rode the grcat
wave of popUlarity that swept Ro()se"clt into office amidst
~olden promises.

Roosevelt was going to end the deprcssion. put every
hody to work, give everyhody an annual wage, permit labor
to organize, and MAINTAIN PRIVATE PROPERTY.

Coughlin was a key man in the propaganda machine
that ddudcd the people into £upporting Roo~evelt.

Father Coughlin, the Detroit spell-binder, was a fellow
traveler 0 f Roosevelt's, :l high pressure saltsman of his

wares. \Vhen he abandoned the job it was taken over by
Stalin's Communist Party,

Of comse, Coughlin has since tllrllccl agaillst Roosevelt.
His reason was very simple,

lIi~hly sensitive to the moods of the masses, Coughlin
understands that Roosevelt's answers no longer satisfy the
people, especially the unemployed. They are restlcssly
s~'ekillg a way out. Coughlin is not hlind to the finger
writing Roosevelt's doom on the wall.
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The obscure "radio priest" of 1926 has come a long
way, The future seems bright for his particular talents.
Stri fe and dissension, wars and rumors of wars, these ring
a sweet clangor in the ear.l; oi Father Coughlin.

Capitalism ;s Bahlc.rupt
One of the surest signs that a social system is mortally

sick is the existence of a large body of permanently unem·
ployed workers, (;reck civilization toppled amidst the fren
zied despair of her ullemployed. The broken pillars of the
Coliseulll in Rome slill stand as a mOnument to the tyral1l~

ol the mighty H,olllan empire who vainly attempted to
trick the hordes of unemployed oul of their hunger. Dur
ing the death agony of feudalislll, all Europe was wracked
by wandering bands 0 f desperate :11lc1 starving unemployed.

1\ 1l1t~rican capjtali!\m is mortally sick.
For ten years, since 1929, capitalism has cast off all

increasing number of people whom il can never employ,
WhOlli it CCJ./IIIO! /."'1Jrlt feeel-despite the fact that the land i~

bursting with food and crops arc' rotting all the ground.
Each yeu all estilllatcd 500,000 youth reach cmployal>ic:

age and arc thrown into the ever-swelling ranks of tht'
unemployed. These hungry, ill-c1othecl Americans number
1I0W almost 17,000,000-;\ colossal figurc!

At (lrst they listened to the promises o( Roosevelt's

:'\I e\\' Dtal and these prol1\ise~ sounded gooel, '11e \\'<1S going
to [tcd them, clothe thelll, give tlll'lll j(\h~ and secmity,

Now they kilO\\, thtlt he lied. Noll' they kilO\\' th;\t he
chealcd thelll, that he had nothing' tn gin: them but in
creased III isery,

The t11lcIllployed sl;\n<! lor the 1l1OIlll'nl. 11I1Cl'f\n;n \\'llnt
road to take next. The)' arc ;llan'iug ill the J'ichcst (ountry
in the world, \Van'houses arc cra11\1ll('(1 to th~' rOlll with
g'oods. I\illiollS il1 gold Iie idle ill (he IJ;(nks. Fact"ry ~at('.,

;'Ire shut. ~1achilJcs <1re silclll. Crops ,Ire p](\IITd lIlldl'r,
l;sing tht LI E th:Jt private indllstry lI'ill I'rO\'ielc .inh,;.

RO(lsndt's .1'1<1,,'/1 ,·..Ii,,! program hurls {rr·.;!, Illillioll after
Illilliu!l of :\\l\l'rican,; into th~' Slf('t't". T11er\' til,')' ma\' eat
~arl)agl"-ii they ran lilld all.1" Ivft ill thl" ;.:ad'oI/.:l' p:lils
I"hile the)' hUl1t illl' a jol. ill pri "all' indos! ry.

All ilhotll thc1l1 tilt.,· s,'(' illc:dclllal,k 1I'(,;lIlh 11l1I!l0l'olizrd
,111d (,Iljoycd hy a III i",~r:lhk h;lt1d f II! (I i 1':lr:l,il ic sIne\'-·
holders,

TIll' IIlll'lllplo)'('d go ilo 11;":1".1' ,

They ilre IIc\\'ildered, hilt olle ha~ic lrllth they .Ill 1111.)('1'

stalld: F/li.\" si/l/ rlli/lJl is inlol ..rl1!,I,'.
Thl'Y are rcady rllr ad inIl. :\ () , lIOI'C I" 1Sll'a rei" to ('011

l{res,;! :\lrl':Hl)' 111(')' Iccl ill their mind, Ihe tltill~ th:,! j,

("Clmilli,' , ' . n','ol1llilJII .. , III""L' -"I/tare II,,'lIlJ (7 d",\' .
(/011li1l9 ... 17 "ralll II/JIIII' ' , . /,11'111.1' [or /III ...

Democrat ic C:II ,it;t!islIl i~ do, ,nled, ('ough1iII kill '" ~ it
I~ig- Business klll 1ll'S i l. Roo.;c,'Clt 1<lll I\\'S.

EH'ryhodr l'l1(J\\,s it hilt that \I'(.odell ~Iwll rnillllrj!,'
rOIl1IIO,('d of }ohll L. L('\I'is, 'vVilli;lI11 (;\'('l'Il, Farl 1\1''''':

.In, an idiot or 1\1'0, and a halld fill oi old \l\aids "j Ill,tll
sn:es lI·ho ,\'(~re 1efl 0"('1' frCHIl the last CCllttlrl". This
]l)illl)rity still hclicH's tlt"t t!elllonatic l":lpitalisl1l '" ill con
I inll~ inddinilcly to p\1lll:h it:; mcnl tic!-':tt!

In A IOnic;, apl Sl \I(kl1ts ha \'e \\"atrhl'(1 till' ri.;e (0 \llJwer
of Mussolini and Hitler. They underst<lncl that only one
road is left open 10 capitalism that has become sour and
rotten with old age. In [ta\y Mllssolini called it fascisp'



In Germany Hitler called it Nazism. We do not yet know
what Ilame a similar movement in America might bear.
Per1laps ill America it will be called-Social Ius/ice.

What /s Fascism?
Fascism i~ a combination of two things.

First, it is a wide mass movement of farmers and small
husiness men who face bankruptcy, of youth denied a
future under capitalism, of sections of the unemployed.
All these layers of the oppressed who are seeking desper
ately to [lut thei r hands on the surroundin~ plenty hecome
hypnotized by the silver-plated promises of a demagogue
who regiments them ;l1tO hlindly ohedient shock troops.

Secondly, it is financed and controlled by the very capi
talists who above all arc anxious to keep the revolutionary
violence of the jllaSSCS from turning against them. In
Amcrica---thc DuPonts, the 1\'1 organs, the Rockefellers
the Sixty Families.

To the rank and file followers of fascism, at first it
seems a genuine revolutionary way out of their misery.
They discover the truth /00 10 It:.

The capitalists provide the money. The dictator provides
th~ powerful slogans, the stirring nallleS, the demagogi~

program, the organiz<ltion, the lietltcnants, and the oratory.

Father Coughlin's Real Program
A few years ago it W:1.S very difficult to prove that

Father COIlg-hlin was cOllJcioltsly plotting to build a fascist
nlOVCmCl!t in the Ul1ited States. nut now !l(" has come out
more in the open. He has had t ill1c to make slips in his
public and private utterances, It is only necessary to read
his spee~hes and his maji<lzine S,,(ia/ JU,dicc with a little
care to discover Father Coughlin's REAL program.

Only one month before he launched the National Union
for Social Justice he said to Paul Weber of Hearst's Inte~

national News Service (Dl!lrnit Times, Octoher 10, 1934) :
"~I am devoled /0 C/}pi/aJiSll~."

Among his sixteen points for Social Justice he calls for
the preserva/i01l of private property.

Devotion to capitalism and preservation of private
property-this is the holy Bible of fascism.

On March 13. 1938, ill a broadcast over his network,
Coughlin urged the establishment in the United States of
a "corporate slale," which is the gilded way of describing
Mussol ini' s fascist state.

"A corporate state in which parties would be abollslleo.
IlDd ~he President would be chosen by a House of Repre·
sent.a.t1ves elected by occupational classes was proposed
Sunday by Father Charles E. Coughlin." (United Press
dlspateh In the New York World Telell'rall\ March 14,
1938.)

But he has been more frank even than this. 111 a signed
article in the February 13, 1939, issue of Sorinl Justic.:
(page 7) he decl ared:

"I am beginning to understand why I have been dubbecl
a 'Nazi' or a '{asclst' by the Jewish pUblications in Amer
Ica: for practically all the sixteen principle. or 800lal
Justice ate betnll' put Into practice In Italy and German,."

•
Like all true fascists he is hitterly oppused 10 the great

majority taking Jlower and favors the rille of a small
minority-the capitalists. In an editorial in Social Jus/iet:
(February 20, 1939) he stated:

"The principle of merc 'majorlty·lsm'--sometlmes
called democracy and sometimes Bolshevism-Is not
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enough, The popular fallacy Is that '50 million Frencb-'
men can't be wrong.' As a matter of experience and hlll
torlc floct. 50 men are much more llkely to be right than
50 mllUon."

In this case Coughlin can add TEN to his fifty m~n and

l11ake it the SIXTY FAMILIES.

During the 1936 election campaign, Coughlin clarified
his position still further in an unguarded moment. In an
interview at whieh Dale Kramer, former national secretary
of the National Farm Holiday Association, was present.
Coughlin stated that "Democracy is doomed" and "J take
the road 10 fascism." (Coughlin, Lemke and the UlIion
Party, by Dale Kramer.)

Coughlin Opposes Social Security
Yes, Coughlin is thoroughly devoted to capitalism. He

opposes capitalism granting even the slightest concession
to lahar.

To guarantee food and clothing to a laboring man and
his family when some sordid capitalist throws him out of
a job would threaten the capitalist structure Father Cough
lin thinks!

"studying It (the Social Security Act) closely. one dts
covers that basIcally. It Is socialistic In Its conception and
a.lms. It Is socIalism o{ the old school; soclallsm that
offers a remedy more disastrous than the threatened
evll; socialism that demands we take from tholle who
have and give w those who have not." (Soolal .l••tllle,
October 17. 1938.)

In the same editorial he advocates giving everyone an
"annual living wage" tmll'aa of Social Security.

What Father Coughlin considers an "annual living
wage" in dollars he does not state. It must be less than
social security to gain his approval I

And what would be wrong with giving a decenl annual
li\'ing wage (not less than $2,500 at present cost of living)
and Social Security? A lahor government could easily ob
tain that as a minimum for the workers in the richest land
011 the face of the earth.

Cough/in Favors Regimentation of Labor
The industrial barons have long been struggling to en

act changes into the Wagner Act which would benefit them.
Cou~hlin backs up the changes they want. There must be
"no conflicl" between labor and the employers. Coughlin
says. "National ullity" is what he wants.

"Make the United states Department of Labor a real
power. Let It ta.ke over the functions Of collective bar
gaining-the functions whlcb the American Federation
at Labor Is now trying ~ tUIClll. Let it supplant the
A. F. of L. entirely," (InterView published in the DlltroU
Times. October 10. 1934.)

Does this sound like giving labor the right to organize?
\\'hat Coughlin advocates in the quotation above is exactly
what Mussolini and Hitler advocated and 'U.'lwl /!ley put
inlo effect.

Concentration camps, forced lahor, prisons, starvation.
endless hours of labor-this is II'hat Father Coughlin's
plan means.

Fafher Coughlin Favors War
Father Coughlin claims that he is opposed to war. But

dose attention to his words shows that he is opposed only
to war against Germany and Italy nl flu PUSCH! time. And
even on this point he will shift quickly enough when the



war actually breaks. He supported RO(lsel'ell'~ IVaI' pro
gram once before. It will not be difficult for him to flop
hack again during" the war hysteria nIlrl cry ~tcrnly over
his network: "Roouveli's ~Var or Rllllt."

There is no dearth of statemcnts he h:l~ lllailc 1)1\ th~!\

point too, disclosing his real viru,'s.
On January 19. 1930. in the discourse entirled "Christ

or the Red Fog-: , Coughlin attacked a Jvlilw3ukee ~tudellts'

conference for adopting a resolution opposing war. lIe
condemned the students because:

"They are unwlllmg to assist in building up 0. belLer navy
and a stronger army to protect a cOllntry where Christ 1s
sttll a King." (Father Charles E. Co.ughlln, p. 68.)

Coughlin is no less devoted 10 capitaJisll\ ann private
property than Roosevelt. l-I c too wants a big nnvy and a
hig army. He too wants unemployed youth Jllrlrchillg be
hind bayonets.

The Fine Art of lew-Baiting
So incensed are the American work~rs at lh~ unparal

Itled brutality with wllich lIitler has perscCtltcd the Jews,
anti so greilt has heell the wave of sYlllpatll)' ior them Ihat
Coug-hlill has attcllIpttd to litO)' that he is a Jew -haiter.

"We nlsavow all participation WIth those who hate
Jews because they are Jews.... " (Social Jusi!ce, May I
1939.) "If and when anl,i-Semltism shows its ugly heart
here. I shall be the first, withollt hope ot receiving rewll.rcl
10 condemn it both by voice nnd deed." Reprinted In
Social Justlce, Ma.y I. 1939.)

13ut a fascisl nlOVCtllCllt if it is In be ~llccessfl1l must
!l;l\;e a scapeg'oal on whom the frcnzicd llla::.ses rail ven!
tlH~jr rage ill placl: of the CClpit<Jlists who dc~erve it. (Natll
rally the capitalisg pay \1'1'11 for this sen'icc,) I\ml :i'l

I '/lllghlill too nlllst have a scapegoat. ClIllghlill like Ilitlcr
and J\lllssolini ha." selected the Jell' for his scapegoat.

III order to lIl;tintain Ihat he is nut ;lnli-Sel11itic. he
.til·iell·s Jews il1to two ('atcgork~. Fin: JilT relit of (hem arc
,...(i.f/ioliJ. he pustlllates. This five per cellt 11e favors--;tIHI
i I they arc I'veI' per~eCtljed. \1(' declares. you \l'ill lind him
in thcir front ranks! The otl)('r lIi\lelY-/l\'C' per Cl'llI, h('
says, are llOt rr/igiolls_ They arc romlllllllists, socialists.
,"1tl1ei<;ls, international h;\I11.:('r5, amI (lea leI'S in gold. 1\1 fact
I'-a.ther ('oug-hlln does not pause at Wl\rll, lOll' 11Iore lurid
Ih",n the-se in 11larking- the Jews for victims (Ill the r('ekin~

ahar of capitalism.

At the very height of Hitler's perseLtltioll of tlle Jew5,
when the whole world watched horrified, and even reaction
aries scurried to place themselves on record as opposing
this persecution, Father Coughlin defended Hitler's bloody
pogrom and attacked the Jewish victims. (Radio speech.
November 20, 1938.)

Social fustice from one end to the other is cramtl1ed with
insinualions and innuendoes attacking the Jews. In issue
after issue, Coughlin published the inblllotls "Protocol of
the Elders of Zion," which was proved a vile forgery
years ago.

In the December 19.1938 issue of Social III.,lice. Cough
lin attempted with the following lurid allegation to black
en the Chinese who have been defending themscl yes against
the attack of J apanese imperi~lisll1 :

"Abraha.m Cohen, who has been variously known as
General Mil. and General Mol Sha, is the power behtnd
the Nationalist government."

Even if it were true, there would be 110th ing wrong in
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a Jew fighting with the Chinese <lgainst the oppressing
J apanCSt armies. But not evell Japanese propaganda claims
that such a person exists.

Outside his editorial page. Coughlil1 docs Ilot pay the
slightest attention to differentiating the religious Jews from
the ones I-IE tlt-inf..·s are !lon-religious. The)' arc ALL Jews

in the news articles.
For example, in the issue of Social Justice for June 5,

1939, he attacks Leslie 1101'1' Belisha as "the only Jewish
Il1cmbcr of the British cabinet." (\Vho certainly as Min
ister of War is devoted to capitaliSIll. and eanllot be nubhed
a "communist" by the wildest stretch of (he term.)

"Dissatisraction within the British Army over Ulc fact
that England's military arm is led by a Jew, fed by a
Jew, end now clad by II. Jew, despite severe censorship
to hush UP the matter," the article asserts.

In his fantastic efforts to prove that there is an "inter

national plot of Jewry" to enslave the world, Coughlin
stops at no lie or distortion 0 f the truth. That is one of the
,things he must accomplish: construct a hook-nosed wolf
with golden fangs and label it JEW, if he is to succeed in
becoming Fa."cist Dictator of America.

With all the deliberate intent 0 f a fascist demagogue
who knows exactly what he is about, Coughlin has charted
the moves which he hopes will bring him to power.

What does Father Coughlin hope to accomplish by his
Jew-baiting?

Split the labor Illovement into warring camps.
Haek and chop these camps into splintered bits.
Grind these bits inlo dust.
That is the purpose of Jew-haiting.
First the Jews, then the militants, then the trade-unions,

e:lch in turn will be sucked into the ravenous maw of
American fascism; each of them tagged: "agent of inter
national Socialist Jewry."

That is the purpose of Jew-baiting!

Coughlin Suports His Fellow Fascists
In an editorial ill the January 2. 1939, issue of Social

.II/stice Father Coughlin attacked a proposal that the Red
Cross ship wheat for distribution to starving victims of
Ihe civil war ill Spain, both Loyalists and Fascists.

He gave as his reason that since there was greater neetl
in the territory then held by the Loyalists, most of the
wheat would go to feed starving Loyalists.

When five hundred Ihollsand refugees began pouring
into France, Oeting from the advance of fascist warlord
Franco a Her being betrayed by Loyalist army leaders who
had been put into power and supported by Stalin's Com
munist Party and the Socia! Democrats. Coughlin cynicaIly
declared:

"The hordes clamortng tor escape at the border are not
Spaniards. Thousands upon thuusands are RussIan reds."
(Social Justice, February 13. 1939.)

Coughlin approved lHitler's seizure of Allstria.
CouRhlin approved 1litler's seizure of the Sudetenland.
Coughlin approved Hitler's seizure of Czechoslovakia.
Coughlin approved Hitler's seizure of Memel.
Coughlin approves II itler's bristling war threats.

In his broadcast of March 24, t935, Coughlin declared:
"Today the nul/J(Jsts of CamaJIY art' the frolltirrs of our
civillzotiQn.n



\Vhcn tIle work week was lengthened arbitrarily by
rlenee in France, J7athcl' Coughlin hailtd thc act,

In the Far East Coughlin sUIIPorts Japan and describes
this militarislic rlictatorship when~ all C'ivil lihrrties have
heen sllppressed III hlood for years, as "tht sole barrier
against the Ill(;llaCe of communism in the Par Cast." Tht'
"\'il'l"r~ oi ('hina," he :I~Sllr6 tht r(':I,kr, "\\'llllld I\Wall

victory for l'OJlllllunism in Chi na," (Sucial Justia, Dc
n:l11ber 1Sl, 19.18. See also Ihe issu('s of Derclll\Jl'r 2n, 19J9
JIlU March 6, 1939,)

\Vhel\ MllSS()lini illv,1(kd Ethiopia (a Chrislian nation
incidentally) COIl/.:'hlin LI-oadcast a ~pecch altackjn~ tht:
Ethiopial1~ anu j\lstifYll1~ ~{llss()lini's crilllillal war. (.'J
Snil'S Ilf I.all/res (lI1 Sociill ) IlSlire, Apri I 19JfI, by ney,
Ch<Jrles E, Coughlin, pp, 17-19,)

('ol1g-hlil\ al)plaudrd M llssolini's sei 7.llre 0 f :\ 11J3nia,
l'Jl1ing il a "resene," (or the "b~nc1it" ,)i its milliol1 in
habltallts,

IVhy is hI/her CUl/glr/ili so I'Il/lrll.\;,;,</i( {lbOUI tire jor
..igll fOS(j:;'/,! "

Let il he IlI1derstood once alld for all, thaI Father
Coughlin is 1l0t :In il91111 01 the European Jinators, Far
i rom it. He is their discip!( and admir"', Bnt 011 the dar

thaI war hreaks Ollt belween the Unilerl Slalcs and anyone
o( lhese natiolls which COllghlin !lOW IJud~, he will tum
agaill~l thai lIa!iOll ;15 sal'd);:el,v ;\S :t c;tllnihal all his aged
Krand [a ther

Whal Coughli\1 (ksin:~ is that tlte Jlltlhods and the
iJfuloqy of lhe<:e t;\<:cist pllllllicrers sill).. detply illto thl!
,uil1ds of hi,I' fnllMi'''Y,t,

COllghlin 1I':lllts to organi!.c a stat<: simi/fir to the Nazi
;lIld I he iaSLi~t-fi evrrorah" slalc, and Ihe f< I~A L masters
I,j lliar eorpor:Jte stal\:, lhe master, In whom he swears
'levot i, HI :11111 IV hos(' inl~'resl<: he represents, ::Ire A mf'/'1Ca' \

parasitic :-' I \ TV F/\1I1 11.1 j·:S,

The Fascists Hail Coughlin
\\'11('\1 the Soci;i1i<:l \Vorkers Party kd 50,000 demon

SI raters i II I'rol~'''l :\g:linst the FeIJnl.1ry ?O meeling of the
C(, rlll :111- -\ 1\1<'1' i":lll Blind in ?'-1.1e! iso II Sq lIa re (;a rden, the
1~,OOO 111('011 Ins, >r tli(' 13\10<1, meet il\g I\nder protenion of
th(" biggest (lllll'l'lltr.1Ii')11 of police in Ntw York hislory,
were hc:ilillf,:' Fllehrl'T fritz Kuhn, Fuehrer Hitler, and
(I Du('(: ~lllS~olilli, HIli the hig-~CSl oV.1tinu of lhe evening,
lIext (lilly 10 th;u accorded L::I GuarJio.'s pnlice, was the
ovatinn g-II'CIl Falher Coughlin.

SigJl ij;cQlzI 1/).1/ Ilu G"nJlQH-Am,'ri((I1! I1I1J1d followers
I) f !Iil/a .dlmdd /'r so (lllllll,l'iosl;, M'rT COll.lJlili,I,1

:\11 Associ;lted f'rt:'s clisp:Hch frmll Rome on January
17, !()3£), SI.1I<:11 Ih:lt lite r:Hlio priesl "received fascist
praise ;lIId th;ml,s to(l:ly frolll the Neqilll(' raJCiJla, th<'
IIC\\'sp:q1Cr Iha, )1;\, leu allarks on the Vatican in the dis
jlute Ol'tr lilt, 1t:t1i:lll ;lIIti-~elllitiL' mcasllres,"

hI a Herlin dispatch d:ltfd November 27, 1()3~. Otto D,

'!'"iisrln" I'<'porls ill lh~ Nc1.v York Tilll"":
"The German hrro in Amenca for the moment lS the

nev, Charles E, Coughlin because of his rAdio speech
repreSl.'lltlll1j National-Socialism IN9.~I~m) as a dMen..<tlvl'

front agatnsL Bolshevism,"

The ilCkuowltdgl'rl advocates of iascism ill America are
1101 less enthusiast ie,

George E, Deathcr.:lge, leader of the Knights of the
Whilt' (';ullcltia, whf) ilbi~ts that fLlscism as a movement

heg-all in i\tIIL'1'ic;} with the Ku Klux Klan long before it
\\'a~ copIed hy lile \::lzis, dcclares:

".He Is nol tTle leader we are looking lor, but America
hAS produced 01) grnd,er vo.e e: an.l \Vhe', I the Un:" for th!'
showctown comes, Father Coughlln will have behInd hlm
and us, tl.'n million moblilzed followers,'" <SaturdAy Eve
ning Post. May 21, 1939,)

"Villi:!1\1 Dudlry Pc1lcy, Fllrhrer 01 the Silver Shirts,
allfJo! her nl~'HcriC>tl,l,1' f inanc('l! "Chri,~1 i:tn" who opellly
pr()c1n illiS hi ~ (k~ir~ 10 II iderizc the U Ililed States, de
clarell ill [)I(' 'JOI'l:miJcr 1-1, 1l)3~, isslle 0 f his maga:r.in.:,
l.ibuil/ion:

"Thi.~ \la.S{ week the I\f,arrl.'SSlve Father Coughlin wer>l
on the 1I1r O\'er " Ncw York rlldto statIon and dellv~red

what amounlecl 10 thp IlTl7R. Silver Shirt speech of the
Y~lll'."

I: i" Ilut ,liHicult to uIHltr~I:IIHI lh(' br(olherly low' belween
lilt op(,l1ly :tcknowkdged (ascists and the "radio priest"
II'ho ha~ ris l'll '0 rapidly frolll obscuri\~'

Father Coughlin, Speculator and Stockholder
\\'hell Co\\:~hlill I\';I~ 'llprortillg J~oosev~1t Jno Ihe ?-Jew

I ka\ during' the hOllt')'II\f1()I1 lirst terl11, Ill, pronounced ~

;eries or dis(Ollrq'S over the air on tlic ~ill'cr question,
Tile I>llr<lcll lIi tht::'c SPCCdH~S \\':lS, )'rietly, thai to sa\'e

'h\: furgnlll'l1 111:1)\, illrreasl' world traul', gi\'e cverybod,Y
;I jull, ,'Ill! "'\\;1\1' "lit l1l"1It',I'," it \1 ;1, ll\-Cc,s:nv IInly to raise
:01' price of sill-cr,

"The restoratIon of sliver lO it.~ proper value L<; Of
CllTlSllan concmn, I ~end you a call tor the mobill:.lktton
of all ChristlanlLy against the Bud of Rold," 'Quoted 10
thp. Churchma n, Ju ne, 1939, \

Eventually ROl)stI,..:1t <lid raise llie price oi sill-cr,
Alld then Strrelilry of the Trea,,,,,ry, l\!orgellthal: re

\'ealef! in April 19054 Ihat the l:l rgest !t()lder of si!\'er i u
llln~5 in tIle :,tillc of l"lil'higan \\':.IS 011(" Amy COl/illS, su
rf/ar.\' Lu FII/her Couqhlill,

Sbt held ,;OO,noo /JIll/as, ['(,'ling 40 c('nl~ ;1Il oUllce at
the limt' of [lllrch;\se, hut purchased <II I[) !In cellt lIlargin,
or $20,000 1-,I'('I'y time sih'er IHllt lip 1 CCllt it lIleant

::;S,OOO profit for Iile 1m/tiN of Ih ," 500,000 OWlUS,

011 ,lll ill\'('~tl)\cnl of ~20,O()(), t.'o\lghliu 1\1;\f1e ~OO P~R

U~NT PROfIT,
II was this rl.'l'datiou oi !li' ~ilvcr spl:Cll!aliolis which

tllrned Coughlin so savagely ,'g-aillst ~I'Cfl'li\ry of tht,
TreaslilY ~l(lrgcuthall, I':\'CI1 the: Hund ~illcc thell curses
~1()r!-:['nth;lll rl-g-Illarly in its rltllal. Not lnll~ a ftrfward,

COllgh Ii II slI'itcherl It is 'llppDrt f1'0111 I'residellt Roosevell
(0 \V illiilill L(,lllkc,

In 1935 tile nt'lrnil "'fa I"',',n rc .... c:lled in :t series oi
olfticles thai ill 1~)21) :Iud 11)30 Fallll;r Cou~hlil1 had spccu
bled ill ~!n('k 01- Iht' K('I~('y-'I'byc,; \Vhe,,1 Co, illl<l Ihe

['ilC!\:lrd 1\!()lor Car Co" t!l;lt ill one transaction alone IH:
paid as much as $JO,l 10,89 for Krls~~'-Hayes stock and
Inst I\(';\rl)' $H,OOO ill :olIlolher \'em\lre, 'I'll(' Frc,> Press also
n:I'ealcd th:1l (:mlghlin lIlilniplll:lled t!ln:e bauk accounts,
olle ill tI,e flallle of C E_ Conghli", one ill lhe Il:tlne of the
Radio LC:l~lle ()i the Littl(' J7lnwl'r, alld ,1 thire! ill the name
01 Sle, TIH:rest of (lac C1lild Jcsus Parish, and thaI he used
lhest' tltuds for spcclIlative purposcs,

P;lthrr CO\1ghlin's interest ill the Slock o( LCftaill auto
Illohi Ie cOlllpalJ it,S shc(\'; all intcilsel ~ i1I\11lli tl:tti Ilg light Otl
his early ventllres into the I~bor tield,



Father Coughlin, Labor Hater
Besides having his printing done in a lion-union shop,

Fath~r Coughlin constructed his million dollar Shrine of
the Little Flower by hiring an open-shop contractor who
paid his men 2S to 40 per cent below trade union rates. In
this way Coughlin showed what he means by a "living an
nual wage'"

As a result, the A.F. of L. at its 1934 convention at
San Francisco unanimously adopted a resolution con
demning Coughlin for his anti-labor policies.

Father Coughlin favors the company union:

"Had the motor manu/act-urers been In the least Intel
Hgent. they would have helped to organIze a frlend.ly and
emctent union years ago." (E:3ht Lectures, P. 126.)

Father Coughlin is opposed to strikes (exactly the way
Hitler and Mussolini are opposed to strikes!) :

"The NaLlonal Union for Soctnl Justice contends that
strikes aDd lockout..~ are absolutely unnecessary." (Ser
mon, December 2, 1934.)

In 1935 a semi-company union, the Automotive Indus
trial Workers of Amerca, was organized. Lt was known as
the "Coughlin union" because of the blessing Coughli"
gave it.

It was organized ill order to prevent the forlllation of a
real fighting union whieh would gain bettcr conditions.
better wages, and shorter hours for the workers.

But the "Coughlin union" despite its ble>:sing". decidecl to
strike against the intolerable conditions in the Motor
Products Co. and downed tools on November 15, 1935.

In the vicious strike-breaking campaign that followed.
the strikers asked Father Coughlin for help.

He REFUSED to see l!reir de/ega/ioll. lIe refused to
broadcast in their beha! f. He ref used to speak a singlc
word in their cause.

Let it not be {orgottell, that lIIallY ()f tile leaders of this
strike Wlrt members of Fallter Coug/llill's or(j(IlIi:;alion.
lite National Unioll for Social Justice.

The police, the armed scabs, the organized company ter
ror-these, combined with the Judas kiss of Fathu Cough
lin, broke the strike.

Yes, Coughlin promises many beaut; ful things to the
oppressed, but when the crucial moment comes, he is the
jirsJ to plant the dagger in /heir backs,

Since the formation of the c.I.O. Coughlin has assaileet
it venomously and incessantly.

When Governor A. B. Chandler of Kentucky ordered
President Roosevelt's National Guard down to Harlan
County with orders to slloot to kill if necessary to break
the strike, Coughlin whitewashed the coal operators who
have been notorious tllroughout the nation for half a cen
tury as one of the most tyrannical, bloody, and violent
sections 0 f the boss class.

"The Union Leaders Made Troops Necessary." (Soolal
Justice, June 5, 1939, p, 21, hea.dline to a.rtlcle Oil Harlan.)

"To guarantee the men their right to work, Governor
Chandler found It necessary to call out nearly 1,000 Na
tlonal Guard troops to st.a.nd Ilua.rd over the mines....
Lewts defied the forces of Jaw and order In Ha.rlan
COunty, Ky., where Governor Chandler said that 75 per
cent of the mine workers desired to work, desptte Lew18'
command that they continue in Idleness. The cry of
revolt <a.gainst Lewis) was heard In other sectlona sick
ened by Lewis' one-man rule over their jobs, homes, and
happiness." (Social Justice, May 22. 1939.)
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The coal operators, who are also the county officials,
openly admitted that THEY sent for the troops to break
the strike.

As a propagandist able and willing to paint up violence,
terror. and intimidation of the bosses with the gentle colors
of the lily, Coughlin has no equal-in America.

The Memorial Day massacre, in which Republic Steel
Corporation shot down unarmed workers in the back i$
blamed by }rather Coughlin on the workus. He character
izes the massacre as a "bloody riot" and asserts that it will
be easy for the RepUblic Steel Corporation to "prove to any
jury that it cost them" the $7,500,000 for which they are
suing the workers they attacked. (Editorial in SoeUzl Jus
tice, June 5, 1939,)

The editorial continues with a vicious attack on the
c.I.O. To Father Coughlin any militant worker is a. "red,"
a "SOCialist," a conspirator in the ring of "international
Jewry."

When he retired" forever" from the air and public lif~

in 1936, he returned in less than two months, January l.
1937, with an attack on thousands of striking General Mo
tors workers.

His civil liberties record is no better than his Jabor
record.

In the March 13, 1939, issue of Social Justice, for ex
ample, he opposes anti-lynching legislation.

In the December 19, 1938, issue, he attacks the La Fol
lette Civil Liberties Committee. which exposed the million
dollar labor spy racket and the widespread use by powerful
corporations of thugs, machine guns, poison gas, intimida
tion, terror, and violence against their workers.

Father Coughlin does not like investigations or e~po

sures such as those conducted by the La Follette Civil Li
berties Committee.

Let the fools and the suckers bite at the gaudily feather
ed hook Father Coughlin dangles I Labor's right to organ
ize? Father Coughlin believes in it the same way Tom

Girdler and Henry Ford and the Harlan C/)unty COAl oper
ators do. Just let the workers dare to carry a card in a
genuine uniOl1! There are ways of changing thase workers'

minds-Memorial day Massacres, multi-millioll dollar
damage suits, riAes and bayonets of the National Guard, a
spray of machine gun slugs in the back...•

Who Is Behind Father Coughlin?
What Father Coughlin's secret files at the Shrine of the

Little Flower would reveal as to his financial backers can
only be imagined.

Hitler's movement, when it was in the same stage as
Father Coughlin's, was secretly backed by powerful finan
cial interests-the steel magnate Thyssen and other power
ful German capitalists.

Occasionally Coughlin will mention certain capitalists
favorably in his radio broadcasts-Henry Ford, Walter P.
Chrysler, James Rand. Father Coughlin stayed at the San
Simeon ranch of William Randolph Hearst while on a
viSit to California. Mr. G. A. Richards, president of WJR
is a generous financial backer mentioned by Coughlin. He
mentions too in one of his broadcasts (Father Charles E.
Coughlin, an official biography. p. 107.) the visit of Harris
and LeBlanc to his shrine for intimate conversations, Rob-



ert M. Harris of the New York Cotton Exc.hange-a
southern bourbon well-known as a cotton and silver specu
lator, and George LeBlanc described by Coughlin as "per
haps the world's foremost gold trader" (GIl international
banker!).

The forces in Coughlin's financial background are as
sinister as the forces that directed the breaking of the Lit
tle Steel Strike.

Coughlin's Program and the Fascist Program
Coughlin's program as it now stands bears a remarkable

resemblance to the programs of fascism and Nazism when
they were at a similar stage.

Coughlin appeals to the dissatisfied and restless unem
ployed workers and youth, and the farmers and small
merchants who arc facing bankruptcy.

Hitler directed his appeals to the same sections of the
population.

Mussolini built his movement from similar ranks.
Coughlin, like his predecessors proposes a "just and liv

ing annual wage," "cost of production plus a fair profit to
the farmer," etc. He attacks democratic capitalism just as
Mussolini and Hitler did, and attacks it contemptuously.

He proposes "revolution" as they did, the use of force.
He attacks the failure of the New Deal to solve unemploy
ment. He attacl<s its war program.

Coughlin is attempting to divert these revolutionary lay
ers 0 f the oppressed masses, just as Mussolini and Hitler
be fore him did, from striking at the very heart and core of
the system that produces unemployment. He turns their
rage against the "international bankers," the "Jews," the
"money system." He proposes economic reforms chiefly in
the realms of bmtking and currency. In this way. like Mus
solini and Hitler, he attempts to dissipate the revolutionary
energy of the masses against bundles of painted straw.

To the capitalists he makes clear exactly where he stands
by expressing his devotion to capitalism and the private
ownership of property. For certain public necessities and
natural resources he advocates nationalization; but he em
phasizes that he doesn't want nationalization of industry.

Some of Hitler's most prominent demands make inter
esting reading beside Cou~hlin's, The Nazi platform for
instance called for "abolition of the domination of inter
est," "the complete conliscation of all war profits," and
"participation in the profits of large concerns."

These demands, I)f course, were NEVER carried out.

"Prtl,ct.1oally all the sixteen principles at social justlce
are being Dut into DraoUce In Italy and Germany," (Social
Justice, Februuy 13, 1939, p. 7.)

Let that statement of Coughlin's burn like fire on your
memory!

And we might remind the lieutenants d Father Cough
lin, that the secondary leaders in Hitler's organization who
insisted on carrying out the Nazi program were "~"ged)J

in a ghastly blood bath.
When fascism marches into power it smashes the trade

unions, arrests the regularly-elected leaders and appoints
fascist chiefs in their place who dictate the new rules and
regulatiops. They confiscate the union treasury.
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They confiscate the savings accounts and the insurance
of the workers, if they have any.

They build barbed wire concentration camps and herd
the unemployed inside at bayonet point.

They spread the industrial spy system throughout every
city, town, and hamlet of the entire nation and intensify
its grip a thousand fold.

Libraries are burned. Schools arc shut down. Hours
are lengthened. Wages are slashed. The speed-up is
whipped up to new heights. Terror and torture are turned
loose. The streets flow with blood. Strikes are punished
with death. Racial minorities such as the Jews and the
Negroes are nailed to the cross.

Fascism is hell for the workers and the unemployed.
But it saves the profits of the small handful of capitalists
who control the nation's wealth_ And some obscure figure
becomes the all-powerful dictator of the nation's fate.

To many good-hearted people it seems impossible that
fa.licism could come to the United States.

But it is impossible to wish away 17,000,000 unem
ployed.

It is impossible to wish away the dizzy downward
plunge of the rate a f capitalist profit since 1929.

And it is impossible to wish away the storm-troopers
being trained by fascist organizations right now in
America.

In city after city, the fascist movement is spreading.
Trained squads of CO\1ghlinites. protected by the police,
sell Social Justice in the busiest streels of every city, in
workers' sections, in predominantly Jewish and Negro
!ections.

Fights belwl?eII w9rkers and fascists brenk 01lt almost
IVery day.

Can Roosevelt Stop Fascism?
Father Coughlin is not alone among the representatives

of Big Business who hears death's knuckles rapping at the
door of democratic capitalism.

President Roosevelt, nearing the end of his second term
in the White House sees his New Deal collapsing like a
house of cards built from an old and very dirty deck.

Only WAR can save Roosevelt-and then only for the
briefest of periods.

But for this brief period he will pay the price of millions
of lives of the workers, the farmers, the youth. That is
why he is buying battleships with the relief funds of the
unemployed.

That is why he has poured money without precedent into
a war machine that outstaggcrs anything in the history of
the country. He hopes to divert the attention of the des
perate masses from Ilteir plight to a foreign enemy.

But even war is a temporary and unpopular expedient.
The unemployed don't want bayonets. They want food
and jobs. Roosevelt's war can only whip their fury to new
heights. Father Coughlin knows all this very well. He
has read a lot of fan mail since 1926.

He knows too that Big Business in its way is as des
perate as the unemployed. Big Business fears the revolu
tionary might of the unemployed. It wants to preserve
its clutches on national wealth. It wants to preserve the
profit system.



Roosevelt's usefulness as a stop-gap for Big Business
is almost at an end.

Roosevelt is capitalism's smiles and promises of last
rear.

Now the Sixty Families need a new demagogue with
less smile and more promises.

General Smedley Butler has revealed that the Morgan
DuPont interests were ready to spend $3,000,000 with a
promise of $300,000,000 more if necessary to finance a
fascist army that would march on Washington behind the
General.

General Butler turned the offer down. Perhaps someonl/
else did 'lOt turn that offrr dowlJ.

Can the Trade Unions Alone Stop Fascism?
The trade unions, boggerl down with the bureaucraciell

headed by John L. Lewis and William Green. stand help
less before the terrible problems now facing the working
class. the hal f-ruined farmers, the small business men. and
the destitute unemployed.

The trade unions as fighting organizations of the work
ing class won huge successes in the past, conquering many
of the rights of labor and defending them during the up
swing of capitalism. Today under the domination of Lewis
and Green the trade unions if left alOlle and without help
face disaster.

Father Coughlin understands the limitless strength oi
America's laboring people far hetter than do Lewis and
Green with their corner grocery outlook.

That is why he attempts to turn the unemployed. tooth
alld nail. upon those organized in trade unions.

That is why he denounces the C.I.a. and the A. F. of L.
over his radio network. That is why he calls strikers
"idlers," and speaks of the "johs they have left:'

That is why he calls every militant trade unionist a
"communist," a "socialist," a "Jew."

That is why he exerts every ounce of his voice and his
pen to build up a terrible hate fOJ: the words: communist,
socialisl, Jew.

The trade unions alon~, especially as they have been
caught in the death grip which democratic capitalism has
clamped upon Lewis and Green, cannot meet the situation.

A new force is needed and needed badly.
A new weapon of the working class must be forged.
An Independent Labor Party, a fighting militant polit-

ical party of the working class charged with vision, with
daring, with invincible boldness must be organized as the
battering ram that will smash this entire trashy structure
of New Deal politics and the poisonous fascist growths
that swell upward from its rotting foundation.

Fascism in America Must Be Stopped!
We must not repeat the mistakes of the labor movement

ill Italy and in Germany which permitted forgers. side
walk spielers, and sideshow adventurers like Mussolini and
'I i itler to take over power.

The first lesson to learn is not difficult; LABOR MUST
DEPEND ON rTS OWN STRENGTH.

Labor must have its own independent political party.
Labor must have its own defense guards.
The greatest danger of all is to depend on the Roose-
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velts, the LaGuardias, the police, and the boot lickers of
these former bosom friends of Coughlin and his ilk.

l'he first task that labor must perform in stopping the
fa~cist movement in America is the ()rganization of a
11'orkerJ" defellse guard.

Every union local should begin the immcdiate organiza
lion 0 f a guard to protect itself from the certain onslaui:'ht
of the fascists in the near future.

The sooner these guards are organized the more efficient
thcy will become in protecting the labor movement.

Trained, disciplined. and bold workers defense guards
are the ONLY FORCE that can physically stop the fas
cists from overpowering the labor mo\'ement ill America.

The Final Answer to Coughlin
DmlOcratic capitalism is doomed in the United States.
It can offer nothing but war, unemployment, misery,

cleath.
In its desperate dying" struJ.:"glcs capitalism will attempt

;\1Jything to survive.
That "anytfliltg" is fascism.
The whole fascist movement is huil! upon the collapse of

"democracy" and complete scurn and rejection of demo
cratic institutions, except where they can be utilized to
further fascism.

The entire working class, employed and unemployed.
youth and aged, and their brothers who toil on the farms.
must unite in common struggle to throw out the present
govcrnmen,t which represents the capitalists and place in
power a government that will represe'lit tJre workers and
Ille fanners.

First step in placing labor's own government in power
is to organize labor's OWN POLITICAL PARTY.

Every worker must begin thinking INDEPENDENT
LABOR PARTY, tolking INDEPENDENT LA
BOR PARTY, orgalli.J.:ing INDEPENDENT LABOR

PARTY.
This must be dOlle immediately,

Ther~ is not a moment to lose.
ORGANIZE AN I NDEPEN DENT LABOR

PARTY.

The Socialist Order of Plenty
Democratic capitalism is doomed.
Although it loaded them with chains and branded them

with irons. even a slave state could feed and clothe its
slaves. But democratic capitalism can provide neither jobs
nor food for those who toil.

It deserves no other fate but to be crushed by socialist
revolution,

Clean away the rubbish of democratic capitalism!

GOOD RIDDANCE!
The productive system is ready to pom out fabulous

riches.
Open up the vaults and the granaries!
Open up the bursting warehouses for every working

member of society I



Harvest and distribute the crops that ripen in the fields r
Open the idle factories and man the machines that will

produce undreamed quantities of wealth!
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An end to the blind alley of despair in America I
Fight with the Socialist Workers Party for the SO

CIALIST ORDER OF PLENTY 1



Section Two: Mayor Frank Hague of Jersey City, New Jersey

Frank Hague began his political career in 1922 in the Hudson
County, New Jersey. sherriff's office which includes Jersey City in
ita jurisdiction. By 1927 he had become the undisputed boss of the
New Jereey Democratic Party and was elected mayor of Jersey
City.

With the nse of the cm, Hague turned to fascist methods to
prevent union organizing in Jersey City. Combining political
pressure with ultrapatriotic. anticommunist demagogy, Hague
mobilized mobs of cops. city employees. special deputies. war
veterans, and others to smash union and socialist meetings.
Attempts by congressmen to speak out in support of civil liberties

in Jersey City were similarly crushed.
Politicians and busineasmen who were determined to resist

organized labor to the finish began to look to Hague's regime 8S

an exa.mple of how to deal with social unrest. Observing the
evolution of Hague from exile in Mexico, Trotsky concluded that
Hague represented an incipient form of American fascism.

The beginning of World War II and the end ofthe depression led
Hague to make his peace with the prowar leaders of the cra. His
regime ahed ita fascist characteristics 8S Hague returned to the
methods of a typical corrupt machine boss. Hague retired 8S

mayor in 1947 and died in 1956.

1. Boss Hague's Police Kidnap Norman Thomas

Reprinted from the May 7. 1938. issue of Sociaull/ Appeal.

The Jersey City police committed a typical act of
violence during the May Days by brutally assaulting,
kidnapping, and deporting Norman Thomas when he
attempted to speak in Journal Square on Saturday night,
April 30, against Boss Hague's personal dictatorship.

The leader of the Socialist Party declared that at least
half a dozen people in the crowd had been struck on the
base of the neck from the rear by police nightsticks, a blow
which paralyzes without leaving a mark. Among them
was Louis Freader, Hoboken Secretary of the Workers
Defense League. The secretary of the League. Morris
Milgram, said that at least fifteen persons had been
expelled from the city with Thomas, including residents of
Jersey City.

Vicious Assaults
One of them was Ashley Garrick. Jersey City lawyer

whose arms, according to eye·witnesses, were held by two
cops while a detective punched his face so brutally that
he had to be treated by a physician.

So frenzied was the melee around the seizure of Norman
Thomas that the uniformed men failed to recognize the
plainclothes cops of their own force. As a result one
uniformed patrolman struck a detective.

The Jersey City police chief declared that Thomas had
been put out of the city "for his own personal safety."

Safety, presumably. against even more serious manhand·
ling by Hague's guardians of law and order! Thomas
himself branded the whole police report as fiction.
"doubtless as false as the evidence against Jeff Burkitt,"
who is serving a six-month sentence for trying W make a
speech on the same spot.

Thomas has demanded that the LaFollette Civil Rights
Senatorial Committee investigate Hague's dictatorship,
and has asked various federal authorities to intervene. But
Hague has been sufficiently exposed in the eyes of the
people by his own actions in the past period. What is
needed is not further investigation but further action
against this petty satrap and staunch pillar of the
Democratic Party.

Workers' Initiative Needed
The organized workers of New Jersey should take the

initiative in launching a movement of self-defense against
the unabated and ever more vicious attacks of Hague's
gangsters-in-uniform. They can secure the sympathy and
support of every militant force in the labor ranks, who are
already aroused to the menace represented by Hague and
his regime. The independent action of the militant and
organized workers is the best way to restore their
democratic righta to the people of Jersey City.



2. Haguets Rule Still Awaits Real Challenge-Free Speech Fight Imperative

Reprinted from the May 14. 1938, issue of Socialist Appeal.

Boss Hague, his private police force, and hi9 army of
officeholders remain in undisturbed possession of Jersey
City. In the first test of strength between the Jersey
autocrat and his opponents, the Mayor emerged victorious
without a battle.

The widespread movement of popular protest engen
dered by Norman Thomas' expulsion from the city on
April 30 and the continued provocation of Hague's agents
during last week, fizzled out miserably when the two
Congressmen Jerry J. O'Connell and John T. Bernard.
who came from Washington to challenge Hague's dictator
ship, failed to appear at the meeting scheduled for Journal
Square last Saturday night.

For three days Hague prepared to prevent the meeting.
Billboards and full-page advertisements appeared in all
the Hudson County papers. jointly sponsored by the
"American Federation of Labor Unions of Hudson
County" and the "War Veterans Committee for Law and
Order," headed by Col. Hugh Kelley. secretary to Governor
Moore. calling upon Jersey City citizens to "show their
Americanism" and "be present in Journal Square" on
Saturday evening to repeal the invaders. The leaders ofthe
Democratic Ward Clubs, together with heads of AFL
unions, rallied Hague's cohorts for the expected battle.

Police Fill Square
From noon on, the atmosphere around Journal Square

was noticeably tense. Plain clothes cops and uniformed
police were sprinkled throughout the place. The first act of
violence occurred around one o'clock when Milton Filkner,
executive director of the Jersey City Committee of Labor's
Non·Partisan League, was socked in the jaw by a plain
clothes dick for distributing leaflets. An Associated Press
photographer who tried to snap the scene had his camera
smashed. Police Chief Casey stood smiling by and allowed
the assailants to escape.

By seven o'c1ock 350 police guarded Journal Square.
Wrecking cars had dragged away all the autos parked in
the vicinity. Escorted by mounted police and members of
the American Legion, motor trucks carried 3.000 placards
into Bergen Street with such slogans as "Reds Destroy
Industry and Business but Not in Jersey City," "Civil
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Liberties is a Cloak for Communism," "Let All the
Radicals and Red Foreigners Go Back to Russia." These
were distributed among the waiting crowd of Hague
henchmen. The Legionnaires bore two 20·foot streamers,
one inscribed "Labor! AFL Will Never Join Hands with
CIO and Communism." and the other. "Norman Thomas,
Roger Baldwin and Stalin, One for All and All for One
Keep Out."

Congressmen Slay Away
AlJ traffic was stopped by the police and the area roped

off. By 8:30 over 25.000 people, including in large part
WPA workers and city employees conscripted for Hague's
demonstration, had 'gathered in Journal Square. The
Legion bands and the paraders bearing placards. headed
by the deputy police chief, kept the crowd in a state of
excitement and tried to incite a lynch spirit in them.

Meanwhile, the two congressmen who were slated to
speak at 8:30 had been corralled by the Stalinist at the
headquarters of the International Labor Defense in
Manhattan which had taken charge of' the proposed
meeting. There they stayed while the president of the ILD.
the ex-Republican congressman Vito Marcantonio. re
ceived telephone reports from the battleground in Journal
Square.

At 10:45 Marcantonio announced that O'Connell and
Bernard had finally been persuaded not to go to Jersey
City. [ ... ]

Thanks to the failure of the Stalinist leadership and
their liberal congressmen to prepare in any adequate way
to meet the mobilization of Hague's gang by rallying the
workers of Jersey City in a counterdemonstration against
them, they had no forces at their disposal and were
compelled to capitulate in a cowardly manner before the
threats of Hague's thugs. To avoid a repetition of this
fiasco in the future. it is imperative that the organized
workers of New Jersey take the initiative in creating a
movement of self-defense against Hague's henchmen. The
organized workers in the CIO constitute the only force
capable of mobilizing the mas.aes and generating a
movement powerful enough to llndennine Hague, dislodge
him from power, and testore the elementary rights of free
speech and public as.aembly in Jersey City.



3. Hague Frustrates Meeting Plan- CIO Must Take Lead in Struggle

Reprinted from the June 4, 1938, isaue of the Socialist Appeal.

Boss Ha.gue's cops scored another victory when they
broke up the mass meeting scheduled for Pershing 'Field
last Friday evening, seized and deported the chief speaker,
Representative O'Connell. knocked down his wife, and
beat up CIO assistant regional director Sam Macri. Other
officers of the Hudson County Committee for Labor
Defense and Civil Rights, which called the meeting. were
spotted and slugged by Hague's thugs.

Hague again mustered all his forces to crush the
challenge of his adversaries. Over 500 cops and hundreds
of conscripted office holders were active in the crowd of
between ten and fifteen thousand milling arough the field
when O'Connell arrived. An American Legion band played
martial music and Hague's henchmen waved American
flags in order to generate the properly patriotic lynch
atmosphere for the dirty work of his uniformed gangsters.

Lynch Spirit Kindled
No sooner had O'Connell signified his intention of

speaking than the Hague henchmen shouted in chorus:
"Kill the bum! Send the Red back to Russia! Throw him
out!" Obeying these orders. the police closed in on
O'Connell, separated him from his wife and friends, and
marched him off the field to police headquarters. After
holding him there for two hours, Police Chief Walsh and
others "defenders of law and order" deported him on a
train to Newark.

Walsh impudently asserted O'Connell was taken into
custody to save his life. The Jersey Police Department's
ability tD protect even themselves from the excessive zeal
of their own thugs was shown by the fact that the Chief
and two other high officials were struck by cops during the
melee.

After his expulsion, O'Connell had no better method of
action to suggest than W announce, once again, that he
intended to ask Roosevelt and Farley to intervene a~ainst

the vice-chairman of the Democratic Parly. This will make
the hundredth appeal plea addressed to these "defenders of
democracy" without any other result than a Department of
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Justice investigation on which, it was reported last week,
no action had yet been taken.

May Block Struggle
O'Connell's proposed action indicates a danger that he

will use his rehabilitated prestige for purely personal
political ends to impede a real struggle against Hague or to
compromise with the forces protecting him.

CIa representatives have been conducting negotiations
with Hague's assistants in the Democratic Party to effect a
compromise with him. The deal was blocked only because
of Hague's instransigence.

The CIO workers must frUBtrate such attempts. No
compromise with the Hudson County Hitler that will result
in any abridgement of democratic or labor rights! Fight to
the finish against Hagueism!

The CIO must step to the forefront and take the
leadership ofthe forces in the fight against Hague. Several
CIO officials took prominent parts in Friday's meeting.
Several were victims of the cops. The CIO must meet this
challenge by preparing an even mightier counter-offensive
against Hague.

CIO Action Needed
In ita own name, under its ,own auspices, and with its

own speakers, the CIa should mobilize the anti·Hague
forces in counterdemonstration. Such a mass assembly
requires careful preparation to be successful. The events of
last Friday underscore the necessity for the immediate
creation of a labor guard to prevent Hague's cops from
repeating their brutalities.

Several CIO bodies have already approved the formation
of such a defense corps. This is a great step forward in the
struggle against the Hudson County Hitler. Other labor
organizations should follow this example.

Despite his show of strength and string of minor
victories, Hague's regime is weakening. With a conect and
aggressive policy the CIO can weld together the fighting
force that can smash it to smithereens in short order.























One of the these mUled criticisms appcars in a clouded statement
in OIlC of the documents of the Pablo faction which Joe Hansen is
taking ap..trt in serial drticles on another page of The Miliwnl. Re
marking that the Socialist Workers Party ha.5 "sounded the alarm
on the fascist dllnger in the United States"-'--311 accusation which
cannnt be denied--this document repre..~enls the campaign as a sign
of our "oessimism". a conclusion which at the very best cao be
ct-.aracterl/ed only as a misunderslanding.

There i~ 311 obvious contradiction in this recognition of our
campaign and th<' conclusion drawn from it. The woods are full of
pessimist~ aoout the future of America in general. and about the
nrospects of Amcrican fascism in particular. but they are not Mgan
izing any camraigns. It is not in the nature of pessimists to do
:lnything of thaI sort. Pessimism is not merely a gloomy view of
evils 10 come. but a capitulatory reconcilialion to Ihem in advance.
The real [')C~simi~ts arc simply ke~~ring quiet concerned to prolong
their own f!ruh-like existence. and hoping to "dapi themselves Lo

whalever comes by acq\lic~ccnce and conformity.
The :lttitude of the SWP is the opposite of all that. The character

of a part\' is not indicated hv wha.t it sees and points out hut r;lther
hy wh:1I it rioes :lhotll it. To :1ccuse the SWP of "sounding the alarm
on the fascist danger in Ihe U.S." 15 only 10 pay to the Part) the
indirect and unintended compliment of saying that it calls for a
struggle against the danger. Pessimists don'l sound any alarms or
organize any struggles. They just run for cover. Pessimist is just
another name for quitter and capitulator.

Some olher critical murmurs we have heard, which have not
yet found their way into print. reprc.~ent our campaign as an "ex
aggeration" of the fascist danger and an apprehension of its imminent
victory. That is another misunderstanding. To sound the alarm
against the danger of fascism in the Untted States--nand 10 ~tatc

frankly Ihal its victory is possible-is by no means to be taken as an
admission that fascism is already in power. or close to it. Neither
is it to be taken as a prophe<.:y that fascism is destined to conquer
eventually.

Thai will be decided in the struggle. The aim of our campaign
is to "alann" the labor movement to the reality of the danger and.
from Ihat, to the necessily of organizing the struggle on the right basis
while there is yet time. The workers ~(ill have time to organize thc
counter-movement. but they don't have forever; and the sooner they
recognize the central reality of the whole problem-that Ihe issue
will be decided in struggle---the better chance they will have 10 he
the victors_

A faS<'ist movement doe~ oot arise from the bad will of malicious
demagogues. Neither is a radicalized labor movement created by the
propaganda of revolutionists. Both are products of the incmab1c
crisis of capitalism. which renders it unable to maintain a stable
rule through the old bourgeoi.~ democratic forms. One way or an
other-these forms will be changed. The latent crisis, which has
been artificially supf1rt's...ed and dis[!uised by Wllr and military ex
penditures. promises to break out wilh redoubled fury in the (omiog
period. Thi~ will spell impoverishment and misery for tens of millions
of people, and it will generate an cnormoliS discontent with the hope
less stale of affairs. The IInfailing re.~t11t will bc a widespread (ksirc
for a rad ica1 ch ange.

This mass discontent and desire for a change can take one of
Iwn forms. or both of them at the same lime.

The worh-rs are the sirongest power in modern society. If they
show a reSOhlle will to take hold of the ,itliatillO ~lI\d efTcl:t th¢ ncce~-

sar)' revolutionary change, the millions of desperate middle-class
people-impoverished farmers, bankrupl small businessmen and
white-collar elements-who have no independent power of their own.
will follow the workers and support lhem in Iheir struggle for power.
This was demonstrated in the Russian Revolution of November 1917.
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On the other hand, if the workers, as a result of inadequate or
pusillanimous leadership. falter before their historical Lask:. the alleg
iance of the middle-c111sscs will rapidly shift to the suppon of the
fascists and lift them into power. Thls alternative outcome of the
social crisis was demonstrated in Italy and Germany.

How will tlungs go in this country? The mOIlt "optimistic" way
to answer that question is to tell the truth and to sa.y once again:
It will be decided in a struggle. Experience of other countries has
already shown that a fascist movement and a movement at labor
radicalization. which arise in the first place from the same cause,
make their appearance at approximately the same time. But they
don't develop at the same rate of speed. The "subjective" factor, the
factor of leadership, plays a big role here.

In Italy, and later in Gennany. the movement of labor radical·
ization had a big jump on fascism at the start. In these two countries
fascism began to become :I mass movement and a formidable power
only after the workers had failed to carry through their revolution
when they had the chance-in 1919-1921 in Italy, and in Germany
from 1918 to 1923. The tum ultuous rise of the fascist movement in
those two cases, and its eventual victory, were the answer to the
worker.~' default and the penalty for it.

Here in the United States we see a somewhat different develop
ment of the two antagonistic forces-fasdsm and worKers' I1ldic.al
ization-and a different rate of speed in their development. But these
are only tentative manifestations which are not yet by any means
decisive. The eX1raordinary thick·headedness of the labour bureau
cflIcy in this country, and the lack of a revolutionary party with a
base of mass wpport. have given incipient r~scism the jump on the
labor movement. A form of preventive fascism, of which McCaHhy
is indubitably Ihe chief rcpr~ntalive. has already got a head start
and has wide.qprend ramifications of support. inside the governmental
:lJ'lpllratlis as w("11 :IS outside it. To recognize th:ll fact is not to conjure'
up imaginary dangers but simply to recognize the obvious reality
of the situation.

And this recognition of reality is the fint prerequisite for the
organization of an effective counter·movement. McCllfthyism. as it
appears today, is undoubtedly an incipient fascist movement. but
that's all it is. The beginning..s of u fascist movement aiming to ta}(e
power in this countl')'. and fascism already in power. are not the
same thing. Between the one and the other lies a protracted period
of struggle in which (he issue will be finally decided. Whoever re
cognizes that and "'lOunds the alarm", and thus helps to prepare
the struggle of the workers is doing what most needs to be done at
the present time. Such a campaign is by no means a manifestation
of pessimism, but the best antidote for it.

Power is on the side of the workers, and all the chances of
victory are in their favor. But they will never gain the victory without
the mo~t resolute struggle. The first prerequisit~ for thllt is an under
standing of the irre<:oncilable nature of the struggle and what it's all
ahout. The fate of America, and thereby of all mankind-that's what
it's a 11 about.

mE MILITANT
April 5, 19§4

3. First Principles in the Struggle
against Fascism

The honor~ble Joseph McCarthy is not much of a thinker him
self, but he has ccnainty stimulated n lot of thought, or what passes
for il. in the minds of others. His unbridled aggressiveness in r~cent
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months ha~ stirred up quite a Ruuering in the dovecotes of so-called
liber:Jlism. The ponlifical pundits. who yesterday thought the specter
could b¢ exorcised by ridicule, or by pretending not to notice it. are
now deer·thinkin~ second thought~ nbout thc Wi~consin demagogne
:md what he stands for.

~OOle ar';rehcn.~ion of the deadly seriousness of McC'arthyism
has even be~lIn to dawn in tlu.' thick <;kuUs of the ~,fficiallabor le:ld~'n.

and that alone is testimony to its penetrating power. It is now widely
lecognized that if Ihe Wisconsin demagogue is crazy. he is crazy like
a fox. and has to be taken seriously. It would also seem that the
liberals, and the labor leaders who farm out their thinking to the
liberals, are catchiog up with the SWP, a5 far as the definition of

McCanhyism is concerned. Lately we see more and more references
10 McCarthy as an American Hitler. For example. Adlai Stevenson.
who cannot justly be called an extremist, rderred to McCarthy in
his Miami speech as the apostle of a "malign totaljtarianism".

But we are still poles apart from the liberals and the labor
stc:ltes on the main question: that is, the analysis of the causes of this
preliminary manifestation of a "malign totalitarianism"-the Steven
son ian euphemism for fascism-and the program for struggle against
it. They all regard our revolutionary approach to the question as
extreme and unrealistic. The unrealism. however, is 00 their side.
because they separate McCarthyism from the social causes which
have generated iI, and which in fact. make such manifestations in
evitable. If McCarthy did not exist American capitalism would have
10 invent him, or a reasonable facsimile.

In every great social struggle, tho~ who understand its laws
and foresee how it must develop according to those laws. have a big
advantage over those who deal with surface manifestations. If the
Soci3list Workers Parly hlld been the first and only group in American
political life to state categorically that the rise of a fascist movement
in the United States is an absolute certainty; and likewise the first
to recognize McCanhyism as the preliminary manifestation of Ameri
can bscism. and to call it by its right name--this was not guesswork
in either case.

Our approach to the question of American fascism. as to every
olher politiclli i~~ue. begin~ with and proceeds from a basic theory
of American rcrspectives which is different from that of all other
political rarties and tendencies. That is not because we deny
Americo's exceptional position in the world today. It is known, and
has been said often enough. thilt American capitalism is in a different
posirion from other sectors of the ~ame world in other countries.
I am even willing to repeat it once again if such reassurance will
do an~body ;Jny p(lo,I Rlit thr.re arc points of siOJibrity as well as
of difference, and the former am more important than the latter. That
is the main point.

The American capitalists are richer and stronger than their coun
terparts in other lands. They are also younger and more ignorant.
and therefore more inclined to seek a rough settlement of difficulties
without diplomatic subtlety and fiRcsse. All that does not change
the fact that American capitalism operates according to the same
laws as the others'. is confronted with the same fundamental problems.
and is headed toward the same catastrophe.

Of all the mistakes that can be made in judging the nature and
prospects of the present social system in this country-and it is safe
to predict that the American labor leaders, being what they are, will
exhaust every possibility in this respect-the worst and mosl dis
orienting mistake is to regard American capitalism as fundamentally
different: as immune from the operation of the same laws which
determine the evolution and development of the same social sy,tem
-through crisis, revolution and counter-revolution-in other
countries.

This pernicious theory of "American ex~ptionalism~, which



seized the leadership of the American Communist Party in the latter
days of the great boom of the Twenties. 'disoriented the party in the
greal crisis which exploded soon afterward. This same theory, which
is today held by the entire labor officialdom, is what di~rms the
American workers at the present time more than anything else. and
gives the preliminary movement of American fascism such an easy
ildvantage in the beginning.

We Trotskyists never belonged to this school of "exceptional
ism". In 1946. right at the time when the editorial spokesmen of
American capitalism were proclaiming the advent of "The American
Century". and Ihe Americnn labor leaders were adjusting their so
called thinking to this illusory prospect. the Socialist Work.ers Party
outlined a different and mMe realistic perspective for this country.
The "Theses on the American Revolution". adopted by the party
convention in that year, expressed its conception in the very first
I"aragraph. as follows:

"The United States. the most powerful capitalist country in
history. i~ a component part of the world capitalist system and is
subject to the same general laws. Tt suffers from the same incurable
diseases and is destined to share the same fate. The overwhelming
preponderance of American imperialism does not exempt it from the
decay of world capitalism. but. on the contrary. acts to involve it
ever more deeply. inell:tricably and hopelessly. U.S. capitalism can no
more escape from the revolutionary consequences of world capitalist
decay than the older European capitalist powers. The blind alley in
which world capitalism has arrived. and the U.S. with it. excludes
a new organic era of capitalist stabilization. The dominant world
position of American imperialism now accentuates and aggravates the
death agony of capitalism as a whole."

This formulation of American perspectives. which governs all
the work of the Party. determines its analysis of McCarthyism as the
incipient stage of American fascism: its categorical assertion that this
moyement will grow bigger, stronger and more cohesive with the
development of the oncoming crisis: and its program for the struggle
against it.

Some such manifestation as the present McCarthy moyement
was foreseen: and it needed only to make its appearance and score
some initial su~, as it has manifestly done since the Brownell
Truman affair, for the Party 10 react with its counter-campaign of
lIgitation. The fact that the party members have recognized the neces·
liity of the campaign, and responded to it with unanimous participa
tion, is a sign that they were prepared for it by a long previous period
of doctrinal education.

I speak of our view of American fascism as a doctrine; for we
consider it a matter of principle that the war prosperity of U.S.
~pitalisrn has been sick. with a latent crisis from the start: and thaI
this crisis is bound. sooner or later. to e,;plode witb devastating fury.
This exploding crisis is certain to produce two antagonistic
phenomena; a fascist moyement on the one side. and a radicalized
labor movement on the other.

The same social crisis which poses the threat of revolution in
each and every capitalist country without elCC:eption, likewise gener
ates the attempt to head otT such a revolution by means which ruth
lessly break down all the old forms of democratic rule. An organized
fascist movement is an imperative necessily 10 the ruling c!as.~ in
every modern capitalist state threatened with social revolution: and
is, in fact. a reflexive answer to it. Tn this view. the fascist movement
is not something arbitrarily created by demagogues. 10 be talked
down by appeal to reason and an alliance of all men of good will.
Fascism is organized counter-reyolution.

There is no law which forbids such a counter-revolutionary
movement to ~e( under way before the prospect and threat of revolu
tion is clearly eyident to all. A social revolution is immanent in the
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present position of American capitalism, and so is the counter-revolu
tion. McCarlhyism, as the first definite preliminary manifestation of
the counter-revolutionary movement. does not lose this basic charac
teristic simply becau$e it is a preventive mobilization against a
revolution which has not yet taken visible fonn.

McCarlhyile fascism has its cause and origin in the crisis of a
social system which is pregnant with a revolution: and is in fact, the
preliminary (onn of il preventive counter-revolution. A general hue
and cry against McCarthyism won't amount to much until this is
recognized.

THE MILITANT
April 12, 1954

4. A New Declaration of Independence

Fascism is a producl of the crisis of capitalism and can be
definitively disposed of only by a solution of this crisis. The fascist
movement can make ad\Jances or be pushed back at one time or
another in the course of this crisis; but it will always be there. in
latent or aclive form. as long as the social causes which produce
it have lIol been eradicated.

Looked at from this standpoint. the threat of American fascism
is not a shorHerm problem. and by no means can it be eliminated
at the next election-or. for that malter. at any other election. The
American fascist movement. and the workers' struggle against it, will
be a long drawn-out affair. from now to the final show down, which
in the end cun be nothillg less than a show down between fascist
capitalism and the workers' revolution.

If the default of the labor movement has given American fascism,
in the incipient and preventive fonn represented by the McCarthy
movement, an advantage at the start, it still represents nothing more
than lin episode in a long struggle which will have many ups and
down. The real movement of American fascism is now only in its
preliminary stages of formation. and the counter-movement of the
workers against it is not even started yet.

At any rate. American fascism, in its McCarthyite form Or under
some other aegis, is bound to provoke a militant resistance from the
workers as soon as it passes over from its present preoccupation with
a hunt for spies and "subversives" to a direct assault 00 the labor
movement. Thereafter. the fascist movement will not develop on II

straight ascending line. There will be zigzags on one side and the
other. advances and sel backs and periods of stalemate. In this pro
tracted conflict the labor movement will have time to get a clearer
picture of the real nature of the problem. and to mobilize its forces
for an all-out struggle.

At the present time. the myopic policy of the liberals and the
labor leadors is concentrated on the congressional elections next fall,
and the presidential election to follow in [956. A Democratic victory
i~ counted on to deal a death blow to the McCarthy aberration.
"McCo.rthyism is becoming a danger aU right. and it beg;ns to look
like a fascist movement: but all we need is a general mobilization
at thc polls to put the Democrats back in power." Such are the
arguments we already hear from the Democratic high command, the
literary liberals, the labor leaders and-skulking in the rear of tbe
caravan. with their tails between their 1egs--the Stalinists.

This would really be laughable if humor were in place where
deadly serious mallers are concerned. The Roosevelt New Deal. under
far more favorable conditions, couldn't find a way to hold hack the
economic crisis without a war. A Stevensonian version of the same
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policy, under worse conditions. could only be expected to fail more
miserably. A Democratic victory might arrest the hitherto unobstruc
ted march of McCarthyism while it re-forms its ranks. 11 might even
bring a temporary moderation of the fury of the witch-hun!. But
that's all.

The fascist movement would begin to grow again with the growth
of the crisis. It would probably take on an even more militant
character, if it is pushed out of the administration and compelled to
develop as an unofficial movement. Under condllions of a serious
crisis, an unofficial fascist movement would grow all the more
stormily. to the extent that the lat>or movemeot would support tbe
Democratic administration. and depend on it to restrain the fascists
by police measures.

Such a policy, as the experience of Illlly and Germany has
already shown, would only paralyze the a"ivc resistance of the
workers themselves, wl)iJe giving the fascist gangs a virtually free
rein, Moreover, by remaining tied to thc Democratic administration,
the labor movement would take upon itself a large part of the res
ponsibility for the economic crisis and reed the flames of fascist
demagogy around the quesllon.

That would be something to see: The fascists howling abOllt the
crisi~. and stirring up the hungry and desperate people with the most
extravagant promises. while the labor leaders defend the administra
tion. The official labor leaders are fully capable of such idiocy. as
they demonstrated in the last presidential eleclion. But w i\h the best
will in the world to help the democratic administration, they ,ouldo't
maintain such II position very long.

The workers will most probably accepl the recommendation of
the labor leaders to seek e=pe from the crisis by replacing Republi
can rascals by Democratic scoundrels in the next election. But when
the laller be<:ome officially responsible (or tht> administration. and
prove powerless to cope with the crisis. the workers will cetlainly
draw s<)me collclusions from their unfortunate experiences. The
deeper the crisi~. and the more brutal the fascist aggression fed by
the crisis. the more insistent will be the demand for a radical change
of policy and a more adequate leadership.

From all indications. the workers' discontent will be concen
trated. at first, in the demand for a labM party of their own. This
will most probably be realized. It will not yet signify the victory over
fascism-not by a long shot-but it will represent the beginning
of a counter-movement which will have every chance to end in
victory.

The break with the Democrlltic Party will be :l n impliril recogni
tion thaI the fight against fascism is fundamentally a fight against
capitalism in the period of its agonizing crisis of disintegration and
decay; and that there is no hope of victory for the workers in alliance
with one of the parties of this same capitalisnl, and still less under
its leadership. as at present. The formalion of a labor party, based
on the trade unions, will represent the American workers' Declaration
of Independence, It will be a great lurning poim in AmcriC<l1l history.
All J~ve1opments will be speeded up after that.

It would be a great mistake. however. to speak of a prospective
labor p'Jfly a.~ the solution of the rrobJem vf fascism. As in 1776,
Ihe new Deelamtion of independence will signify not the end. but
the beginning of the real Struggle. The final outcome will depend on
the program and the leadership These will become the burning issues
of an infernal struggle for which the labor party wi II provide the main
arena. 1t is from this point llf view-.clearly staled at all times-that
we advocllte the formation of a labor party and do all we can to
hasten the day of its appearance.
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TUE MILITANT
April 19, 1954

5. Fascism and the Labor Party

Our campaign against McCarthyite fascism is an agitational
campaign to arouse the labor movement to the advancing danger. and
to stimulate a counter-mobilization of the workers. Along this road
we participate wholeheartedly in every practical action regardless
of its officiill auspi<.:cs. Such actions have a logic of their own and can
lead. in 11 step-by-slep proc,;:ss. to a final settlement of accounts with
fascism and the social system which turns to fascism as a last resort.

The struggle against fascism is an affair of the working class, and
Ihe revolutionists would only defeat their own purpose by sectarian
~b.~tention from anti-fascist mobili/.ation of the class. The Militant is
certainly correct in calling for a general congres~ of labor, to consider
the qucS1ion of a united anti-fascist struggle of the entire labor move
ment; and in advancing the slogan of a labor party as the general
formula for the political independence of the workers in this srruggle.

But ~vcn while advancing and popuhlTizing th~ slogans. which
sooner or laler will be accepred al\d supported by millions. we ought
t(1 explain their limitalions as well as their advantages. The assertion
Ihat the labor party "will stop McCarthyism", which !nukes its way
into our llgitatiol1 now and then. is an oversimplilicalion which ought
to be guarded againsr. A I,lbor party would represent a gigantic step
f')f\\'ard in the struggle against fascism, but is not in itself a p:Jn;.lce:'l
fllr victory.

A fascisl movement is an inherent necessity to lhc capilalist sys
tem at a given stage of its disintegration. NOlhing will "stop fas<:ism"
short of the overthrow of cupitalisOl. This is the simple trulh of tlie
m:llter: and if our party doesn't tell lhis truth constantly it would
have no reason to exist There are plenty of others rtl sow confusion
and foster illusions. and they are not entitled to any dir~ct or indirect
help from us There is good ground for contldence that rhe workers
will prevail in the final showdown, and that fascism will never come
to power in America. But there is no ground for the assumption that
the workers' victory will be ljuick and easy. or (hat a mere del'l("m
siration of organized labor's opposition would scare the fascist mt,l:lCe

olf the map.
The workers of Germany were politically organil.ed in Iwo greut

mass parties. Moreover, the Communist and Social D~mocraticp:lrlic!\
of Germany, who shared the allegiance of almost th.: entire \\'orking
class between them. were al least formally commiued to a socialist
program. They collapsed under the blows of fascism just the same,
precisely because they hoped for the miracle of victory without a reill
struggle. That would surely happen in this country too. even with
a labor party supported by the entire trade-unioJl movement, if it
~h()uld offer no more resistance 10 fllseisnl thall plaintlw objecr inns
and parliamenlary opposilion.

I believe it is correct to s:\y that a r~al first stc!, toward a serious
struggle against American fascism could hardly be anything less th,lIl
Ihe formation of a lahar party. As long :l.S the trade unit'ns <'Ire
allied to the Democratic Party and thereby, in etT~ct. dependent on
capitalist politicians to proteer them agninsr the onsl;llIghts of ;1

fascist party dedicated to a capiralist counler·rCVO]lll inn -rhey h:lve
not even begun to light.

For Ihat reason, it is periectly correct to put the slogan of it

labor parry in the center or our ugitation and to concentrate all
agitation around it. But in doing so, we have no need to oversimplify
rhe fund;jmelil<\1 problems p0sed by the beginnings of a fascist move
ment, lind to think that we are doing our full outy jf we stop at
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that We must look far ahead-from the beginning of the struggle
10 the end--and k~~p thc goal in mind in a!1 thaI we do ~nd say.
We have to be wilh Ihe workers in all their practical actions and in
all their slruggles. But we will be no help to them if we simply follow
<llong. keep lfuiet about the workers' prescnt illusions and thereby
foslcr I hem.

If we see the impending struggle in its true shape as a drnwn
out ~lrrair. we must reCClgrlize Ihat coming developments will work
powerfully to realize Ihe slogans of the present. After thaI. new events
will prepare thc conditions for a widespread acccpt,lnce of the more
Jdv" need slogans req uired at a later stage of d~vcl"pment.As a revo
lutiolliJry party. we ought to foresee these 'developments and formu
late the necessary slogans in advance.

looking 10 the ftllure, as meaSlIrc<! now only in years rather than
in decades or generations. it can be expected that a labur party will
tiJ"e shape and command the allegiance of mill ion~ ()f workers from
the start. This will represent a real beginning of the <tnti·f..scist mobil
i7ution of the American working class. 'which will just be another
name for the mobilization against capitali~ll). of which fascism is
the nnal resort. BUI our agitation. and our participation in practical
actions leading to this premliminary mobiliwtion, will have real
imporlance and ,ignilicance only to the extent that we keep the whole
line of future developments in mind and prepare ourselves and other~

(0 meet them.

If the slogan of a labor party based on the trade unions is the
most correct and necessary general slogan of agitation at the present
time. the simultaneous expl..nation of the inescapable trend of de
velopments toward a revolutionary show down, and the building of
a rarty of conscious revolutionists based on this perspective, cannOI
be put aside in the meantime. The two tasks go together; and taken
together, they constitute the most important work of preparation for
things to come.

THE MILITANT
April 26, 1954

6. Implications of the Labor Party

The formal launching of an Independent Labor Pany, the in
dIcated next step in the preliminary mobilization of the American
working class against a rising fasci~t movement. will hit this country
like 'a bomb exploding in all directions. It will not only blow up
the traditional two-party system in this country and bring about a
basic realignment in the general field of American politics. It will
also mark the beginning of a great shake-up in the labor movement
itself. The second result will be no less important than the first,
and it should be counted on.

Under the present system the political stage is occupiaj by two
rival capitalist parties, which in reality represent two different factions
of the ruling class. The workers play merely the part of a chorus in
the wings and have no speaking part on the stage. The formation of
a labor party will change all that at one stroke. The struggle of
capitalist factions for control of the government will be subordin
ated to the struggle of classes. represented by class parties. That is
the real meaning of politics anyway.

The political realignment, brought about by the appearance of
a labor party on the scene, cannot fail to have profound repercussions
inside the labor movement. There will be a great change there too.
The break of the trade-union movement with capitalist politics will
coincide with the rise of the big opJ'Osition to the present official
leadership. This rank-and-file opposition movement will most likely
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take share in the struggle for a labor party. and be identified with it.
To imagine that the present official leaders can make the great

~hift (rom the Democratic Party to ;nd~pendent labor politics. and
maintain their leadership smoothly in an entirely new and different
situation, requires one to overlook the basic causes which will force
them to make this shifl. That is. the radicalization of the rank and
file and their revolt against the old policy. No matter how it is formally
brought about. a labor party will be the product of a radical upsurge
in the ranles of the trade unionists. The more the officialdom resist'
the great chanle. the stronger win grow the sentiment for a different
leadership. Even if the present leaders sponsor the labor party at
the start. they will be under strong criticism for their tardiness. The
real movement for a labor party. which will come from below. will
begin to throw up an alternative leadenhip in the COUI1IC of its de·
velopment.

The demand for a labor party im~lies the demand for a more
adequate leadership; and the actual formation of a labor party. under
the auspices of the present official leadership, would only accelerate
the struggle under more favorable conditions. As revolutionists. we
advocale the formation of a labor party with thit penpective also
in mind.

It is true that the simple fact of the formation of labor party.
by itself, would have a profound influence in ipeeding up radical and
even revolutionary developments. But those who are satisfied with
that might as well retire from the field and let the automatic process
take care of everytbing. The automatic process will not take care
of anything except to guarantee defeats. The conscious revolutionists.
however few their numbers may be in the beginning. are a part of
the process. Their part is to help the process along by telling the
whole truth. The fight for a labor party is bound up with the fight
to cleanse the labor movement of a crooked and treacherous leader
ship. and cannot be separated from it. Those radicals and ex·radicala
who are willing to settle for a labor party. leaving the question of
program and leadership unmentioned. are simply inventing a formula
for their own betrayal.

It is not permissible for revolutionists to pass themselves off
as mere advocates of a labor party. pure and simple. like any labor
faker who devotes Sunday sermons to this idea. A labor party headed
by the present official labor skates, without a program of class struggle.
would be a sitting duck for Amorican fascism. That's the truth of
the malter, and advocacy of a Jabor party isn't worth much if it
leaves this truth unsaid. Large numbers of trade-union militants
know this as well as we do. They know that the present official leaders
are no good fOJ a real fight on any front, and that they have to be
thrown out before there can be any serious thought of a show down
with American fascism.

Those militants who know the score on this ought to organize
themselves in order to conduct their struggle more effectively. This
organization of the class conscious workers can only take the form
of a revolutionary party. There is no substitute for thaI. And since
the SWP is the only revolutionary party in the field. there is no substi·
tUle for the SWP. Those workers who today already recognize the
Decessity of a labor party ought to take the next step and unite with
the SWP in its effort to direct the struggle toward a revolutionary
goal
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3. Draft Resolution on the Political Situation in America (excerpt)

The following is an excerpt from the dJ'llft political resolution
prepared by the Political Committee of the Socialist Workers
Party prior to the December 1954 convention of the party. The
excerpt is reprinted from SWP Discussion Bu.lletin A·20 in 1954.
When the rapid decline of McCarthyism in the fall and winter of
1954 considerably reduced its weight in American politics, this
section of the resolution was revised and shortened. The political
evaluation of McCarthyism 8S an American form of incipient
fascism was retained.

The resolution approved by the convention stated: "In its
incipient stage, a fascist movement is subject to far gTeater ups
and downs than the democratic capitlllist political machines that
pave the way for it. In this it reflects the shifting moods of the
middJe class, constituting a barometer of the intensity of the crisis
and the degree of political indcpendence of the labor movement as
well as the concessions or blows it receives from the liberal
opposition to fWicism. This is well illustrated in the case of the
McCarthy movement. From obscurity, the Wisconsin demagogue
became a national figure in a few months in 1950. By the end of
1953 his movement dominated the political scene. Then within a
year, after the Anny-McCarthy hearings. he suffered a shal"p
setback. The present eclipse of McCarthy should not be regarded
as a defUlitive defeat of native fascism. The basic cadre is not
smashed; in fact it is hardened by such experiences. Moreover, the
basic causes of fascism, continuing to operate, will prepare a fresh
revival of the movement. In the event of a social crisis,
McCarthy's movement would show a rapid resurgence.

"At the present conjuncture, however, the censure of McCarthy
by the Senate-by far the most serious reverse he hB.8 8ustained
signified unmistakably that the decisive sections of the ruling
class are not ready to entrust their destiny to a fascist dictator. In

The Political Crisis
Symmetrical to the weakening of its international

position, American capitalism has become increasingly
malignant in its domeatic politics. With the opening of the
"cold war" in 1946 under Truman, American imperialism
became the chief orKanizer of the world counterrevolution.
It is not possible to revive, bolster, and sustain every
reactionary force abroad, from the Japanese Mikado,
Chiang Kai-shek, and Syngman Rhee in Asia to the
former Nazis, Franco and the Vatican in Europe, without
affecting the ideology of the home front. The antidemocrat
ic views and moral corruption of these allies tend to
become fashionable in America-all the more 80 in view of
the losses abroad and the appearance of fresh obstacles
requiring further postponement of war. The rantings of a
Chiang Kai-shek or Syngman Rhee on the need for a
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the current policy of the ruling class, which seeks 8 modus vivendi
with the Soviet bloc instead of a headlong courlle toward an early
war showdown, there is no place for ~cCflrthy-eX()ept in the
comer into which he has now been thrust." (SWP Discussion
Bulletin A-26, December 1954.)

In his report to the December 1954 convention, published in the
Winter 1955 issue of Fou.rth International, Morris Stein made
some criticisms of the SWP's campaign against McCarthyism in
the previous period.

"The delay in the war perspective was recognized by us some
time ago and we explained it publicly in articles .and speechl!8,"
Stein told the convention. "What we did not do was correlate this
factor with the prosperity that still holds despite considerable
oscillations. Th.ese two factors-the deferment of war and the
continued prosperity-preclude McCarthyism, the American fOt"ffi
of fascism, from a feverish growth that could make it a contender
for power in the immediate period before us.

"Yet it must be admitted that we tended to give a contrary
impre8lrion in our otherwise Cl[cellent campaign against McCarth·
yism during the past year, both in the press and in the first draft
of our main political resolution, drawn up some months before the
election, where we still made the fight against McCarthyism the
main axis of our general line. While we recognized the possibility
of a check being administered to McCarthy and his movement
suffering a setback, we placed so much stress on the ultimate
danger of fascism that it did not appear ultimllte but ilnIJlediate,
and we failed to grllSP the full implications of the censure move as
1 severe tactical defeat for McCarthy."

supreme effort to reduce the anticapitalist countries to an
open arena for imperialist exploitation strike a responsive
chord. Their views become a factor in American politics.

And while organizing counterrevolution abroad, Big
Business at home opened a reactionary drive to prepare
the domestic front for World War III. American imperial
ism had sufficient resources in World War II to buy off the
labor bureaucracy and a section of the working class,
thereby blunting the opposition to war and gaining
effective allies in keeping it under control. These resources
are now gone. The sacrifices that would be demanded of
the workers in the projected atomic conflict are of an order
qualitatively different from anything demanded of the
workers in the past. The ruling class does not count on
buying off this opposition or seriously expect that the



labor bureaucracy can contain it. Consequently they are
resorting more and more to the club.

1'he unions are marked as the major objective, but the
dollar plutocracy is not so stupid as to begin with a head
on struggle against such a force. Their strategy i8 "one at
a time." They have carefully singled out unpopular victims
to whose defense the labor movement would be least likely
to rally, and given them the works first. At the same time
they have moved step by step to construct a police state
capable of strangling all democratic institutions and
traditions and transforming the trade unions into an
integral pa.rt of the police·state apparatus. The norm of
democracy in America is thus disintegrating. The disinte
gration has gone so far that for the first time in American
history a political party has been outlawed.

The beginnings of the witch hunt can be traced back to
1940 when Roosevelt signed the Smith "Gag" Act and
personally gave the word to persecute the leaders of the
Socialist Workers Party and UJcal 544 of the Teamsters.
However, the need to appear as champions of democracy
in the war, coupled with the support that both the labor
bureaucrats and Stalinists gave the war, caused the
Roosevelt administration to defer a wide-scale witch hunt.

With the fall of Japan, a new chapter opened.. The
administration sought to begin its drive against the labor
movement by driving a wedge into it, inspiring certain
lahor leaders to carry the ball first.

An attempt was made as early as 1945 to use the AFL as
a bludgeon against the "Communistic CIa." This was
short·lived. ,John L. Lewis, who appeared to be spearhead
ing this maneuver, came into conflict with the government
and th~ rest of the AFL bureaucracy. But it was sufficient
to open the witch hunt in a most important area-the
unions themselves.

The Murray leadership of the CIa responded by opening
Ii preventive witch hunt of its own in the CIa. The
Stalinist trade union leaders cooperated with Murray in
this in the early stages, hoping to salvage their posts and
positions by going along with the relatively mild edicts of
the Buffalo cro convention in 1946 ending t.he automony
of the CIa councils.

But with this infringement on trade-union democracy,
the sluice gates were opened. The inner CTO witch hunt
gained momentum, finally engulfing every union and
resulting in the expulgion of the Stalinist-dominated
internationals.

The witch hunt became the main political instrument in
the drive against the democratic form of government. This
was accompanied by administrative orders and a wave of
federal and local antilabor legislation beginning with the
Taft-Hartley Act in 1946, all of which was aimed at
shackling the unions and reducing the Bill of Rights to a
scrap of paper.

In the country as a whole, Truman's so-called "loyalty"
order of 1947-the domestic parallel to the launching onhe
"cold war" abroad-gave enormous impetus to the witch
hunt. From the government, the hunt for "reds" spread to
the waterfront and to industries engaged in production of
war materiel, and from there to industry as a whole. The
purge swept Hollywood, radio, TV, t.he schools, and the
churches. The government bureaucracy itself became a
major hunting ground as the hysteria over the "red"
danger charged the national atmosphere.

But a witch hunt has a logic of its own. It can be kept
going only by providing fresh sensations, each more
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startling than the last. Otherwise it tends to die down.
Since the witch hunt is an essential element of the drive to
psychologize the people for war and for smashing the
unions, Big Business cannot pennit it to die down. And so
the fresh sensations are provided. America is even given
the electrocution of "spies."

At a certain point, however, the fantastic premise!'; of the
witch hunt begin to appear to be true, especially to a
nervous middle class. A desire thereupon arises in this
section of the population for a drastic solution to the
obsessing fear. Each new sensation, proving the "correct
ness" of the new outlook on reality, deepens this need. The
witch hunt thus becomes ready for a qualitative change.
Or to put it in different terms, the witch hunt becomes
ready for division, the birth of something new.

In 1950 the first major signs of a Qualitatively different
kind of witch hunt appeared when Senator McCarthy
made his notorious speech at the Wheeling, West Virginia,
Republican Women's Club attacking the U.S. State
Department of softness over "Communist infiltration."
The appearance of the obscure Wisconsin demagogue on
the national scene was noted by us at the time as the
possible beginning of a "super witch hunt." The atmos
phere in which the speech was delivered was "made to
order," we said, "for the rise of a fascist movement that
can Quickly overtake traditional politics in the United
States."

Since that time the witch-hunt drive has shown
increasing signs of splitting into two fundamental
segments-the witch hunt of the capitalist regime as such
which develops organically so to speak from the old
structure of bourgeois democracy towards a police state,
and the witch hunt led by McCarthy that has as its
fundamental aim replacing the bourgeois democratic
structure with a fascist regime founded on the destruction
of the old democratic institutions and above all the
destruction of the trade unions as independent working
class organizations.

In November 1953 this development was dramatically
projected on the national arena when McCarthy in a radio
TV speech answered ex-president Harry Truman. Brown
ell's smear of Truman as the protector of Harry Dex.ter
White, an alleged Russian agent occupying a high
government position, had been properly characterized by
Truman as "McCarthyism." After Truman's rebuttal,
McCarthy took over, hurling his challenge November 24 at
both the Democrats and Eisenhower Republicans and
clearly delineating the independent fascist course of his
faction for the 1954 elections.

These fireworks iUuminated the whole national political
scene, showing the emergence of a fascist nucleus in the
adminstration and in the Republican Party and the
crystallization of an incipient fascist movement in the
United States.

As McCarthy predicted at the time, "communism," or to
speak more accurately, the fonnidable growth of his
fascist movement, became the key issue in the 1954
elections. The development of McCarthyiBm has placed a
question mark over the continued existence of every
democratic institution in America, including not only the
unions, but all political parties outside of McCarthy's
fnction. The death agony of the capitalist system, having
caught up with the United States, finds its symptoms most
glaringly displayed in the form of an acute political crisis
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However, the need to appear as champions of democracy
in the war, coupled with the support that both the labor
bureaucrats and Stalinists gave the war, caused the
Roosevelt administration to defer a wide-scale witch hunt.

With the fall of Japan, a new chapter opened.. The
administration sought to begin its drive against the labor
movement by driving a wedge into it, inspiring certain
lahor leaders to carry the ball first.

An attempt was made as early as 1945 to use the AFL as
a bludgeon against the "Communistic CIa." This was
short·lived. ,John L. Lewis, who appeared to be spearhead
ing this maneuver, came into conflict with the government
and th~ rest of the AFL bureaucracy. But it was sufficient
to open the witch hunt in a most important area-the
unions themselves.

The Murray leadership of the CIa responded by opening
Ii preventive witch hunt of its own in the CIa. The
Stalinist trade union leaders cooperated with Murray in
this in the early stages, hoping to salvage their posts and
positions by going along with the relatively mild edicts of
the Buffalo cro convention in 1946 ending t.he automony
of the CIa councils.

But with this infringement on trade-union democracy,
the sluice gates were opened. The inner CTO witch hunt
gained momentum, finally engulfing every union and
resulting in the expulgion of the Stalinist-dominated
internationals.

The witch hunt became the main political instrument in
the drive against the democratic form of government. This
was accompanied by administrative orders and a wave of
federal and local antilabor legislation beginning with the
Taft-Hartley Act in 1946, all of which was aimed at
shackling the unions and reducing the Bill of Rights to a
scrap of paper.

In the country as a whole, Truman's so-called "loyalty"
order of 1947-the domestic parallel to the launching onhe
"cold war" abroad-gave enormous impetus to the witch
hunt. From the government, the hunt for "reds" spread to
the waterfront and to industries engaged in production of
war materiel, and from there to industry as a whole. The
purge swept Hollywood, radio, TV, t.he schools, and the
churches. The government bureaucracy itself became a
major hunting ground as the hysteria over the "red"
danger charged the national atmosphere.

But a witch hunt has a logic of its own. It can be kept
going only by providing fresh sensations, each more
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startling than the last. Otherwise it tends to die down.
Since the witch hunt is an essential element of the drive to
psychologize the people for war and for smashing the
unions, Big Business cannot pennit it to die down. And so
the fresh sensations are provided. America is even given
the electrocution of "spies."

At a certain point, however, the fantastic premise!'; of the
witch hunt begin to appear to be true, especially to a
nervous middle class. A desire thereupon arises in this
section of the population for a drastic solution to the
obsessing fear. Each new sensation, proving the "correct
ness" of the new outlook on reality, deepens this need. The
witch hunt thus becomes ready for a qualitative change.
Or to put it in different terms, the witch hunt becomes
ready for division, the birth of something new.

In 1950 the first major signs of a qualitatively different
kind of witch hunt appeared when Senator McCarthy
made his notorious speech at the Wheeling, West Virginia,
Republican Women's Club attacking the U.S. State
Department of softness over "Communist infiltration."
The appearance of the obscure Wisconsin demagogue on
the national scene was noted by us at the time as the
possible beginning of a "super witch hunt." The atmos
phere in which the speech was delivered was "made to
order," we said, "for the rise of a fascist movement that
can quickly overtake traditional politics in the United
States."

Since that time the witch-hunt drive has shown
increasing signs of splitting into two fundamental
segments-the witch hunt of the capitalist regime as such
which develops organically so to speak from the old
structure of bourgeois democracy towards a police state,
and the witch hunt led by McCarthy that has as its
fundamental aim replacing the bourgeois democratic
structure with a fascist regime founded on the destruction
of the old democratic institutions and above all the
destruction of the trade unions as independent working
class organizations.

In November 1953 this development was dramatically
projected on the national arena when McCarthy in a radio
TV speech answered ex-president Harry Truman. Brown
ell's smear of Truman as the protector of Harry Dex.ter
White, an alleged Russian agent occupying a high
government position, had been properly characterized by
Truman as "McCarthyism." After Truman's rebuttal,
McCarthy took over, hurling his challenge November 24 at
both the Democrats and Eisenhower Republicans and
clearly delineating the independent fascist course of his
faction for the 1954 elections.

These fireworks iUuminated the whole national political
scene, showing the emergence of a fascist nucleus in the
adminstration and in the Republican Party and the
crystallization of an incipient fascist movement in the
United States.

As McCarthy predicted at the time, "communism," or to
speak more accurately, the fonnidable growth of his
fascist movement, became the key issue in the 1954
elections. The development of McCarthyiBm has placed a
question mark over the continued existence of every
democratic institution in America, including not only the
unions, but all political parties outside of McCarthy's
fnction. The death agony of the capitalist system, having
caught up with the United States, finds its symptoms most
glaringly displayed in the form of an acute political crisis



from which no one, Republicans, Democrats, labor
bureaucrats or anyone else can escape. McCarthy is
forcing America to confront its great historical
alternative-fascism or socialism.

Our Analysis of MeCarthylsm
In response to the emergence of McCarthyism in

November 1953 aR a dominant issue in American politics,
the Political Committee of the Socialist Workers Party
developed an analysis and program of action for struggle
against this fascist menace. The main points of the
analysis are as follows:

The election of Eisenhower was a result of the prolonged
refusal of the labor bureaucracy to lead the working class
on to the road of independent political action and-in the
absence of any political threat from the labor
bureaucracy-the determination of Big Business to take
direct control of the government apparatus. The victory of
the Republican Party opened a new stage in the political
development of the United States. Breaking the 20-year
coalition between the labor bureaucracy and the capitalist
state cultivated under Roosevelt and Truman, it ended the
equilibrium that had been achieved. All the reactionary,
anti-labor tendencies in the country were enormously
accelerated.

The coalition, the aim of which was to tie the labor
bureaucrats-and through them the trade unions-to the
state, was different from similar coalitions in Europe. The
workers had no mass political organization of their own,
and the labor bureaucrats were granted no government
posts. This peculiar feature of the American version of
coalitionism (or "Peoples Frontism") underlined the
contradiction between the enormous potential strength of
the unions and the feeble political weight of the labor
bureaucracy in the structure of capitalist politics. The very
weakness of the labor bureaucracy made more certain
their docility as junior partners and tied them all the
tighter to the state, occasional protests notwithstanding.

The political neutralization of the American working
c1as8 by this process permitted the swing toward capitalist
reaction to gain extraordinary momentum and weight. The
point was quickly reached where the "coalition" itself
could be dispensed with. And in tum the end of the
coalition further accelerated the speed and depth of
capitalist reaction.

The end of the coalition did not halt the effortB of Big
Business to integrate the unions into the state apparatus.
It simply changed the form. Whereas under Roosevelt and
Truman it proceeded by and large through agreement and
acquiescence of the union heads, under Eisenhower the
tendency has been to utilize repressive anti-labor legisla
tion and intimidation of the union bureaucrats. This
meant fresh acceleration of all the reactionary, anti-labor
tendencies in the country.

New impetus was given the witch hunt; and, in moving
toward a new equilibrium of class forces, the most
favorable conditions were established for the growth of a
fascist wing within the Republican Party.

As a product of the witch hunt, McCarthyism continues
to set the pace for the hysteria, but it is more than a witch
hunting excrescence of the capitalist state apparatus. It is
a native American fascist movement in the early stages of
formation. Having stepped out on the political arena as
the murderous foe of the working class, it will not be
subdued or contained by the old capitalist parties, even
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though they take fright. or by the well.meaning liberals or
by any other force except the working class itself.

The mass base of McCarthyi~m is found principally in
the middle class but also extends into sections of
misguided, backward workers, many of them not organ
ized in unions, segments of the extreme right-wing
elements in mass production plants, declassed elements
and bourgeois-minded student youth.

The McCarthyites have attracted a fringe of intellectual
"theorists" and apologists. This is indicative of the depth
of the crisis in the petty·bourgeois intellectual circles.
From among the renegades of Marxism as well as from the
ranks of the young bourgeois intellectuals, a cadre of
fascist publicists and brain trusters is being selected.

The framework of a national fascist organization has
already formed around McCarthy. AU the fascist groups
that flourished in previous periods but could never find a
major national leader or focal point have rallied to
McCarthy's banner. The Gerald L.K. Smith movement, the
Coughlinites, the Christian Fronters, the Ku Klux Klan,
the Minute Women. sections of the veterans organizatioTll!,
vigilante groups, herds of professional scabs, sections of
the underworld and the like are now linked by common
devotion to the would-be American Hitler, Senator Joseph
McCarthy.

The evidence is considerable that McCarthy has wide
support among the police, particularly in the larger cities.
And of course the sheriffs and deputies of the lynch-ridden
South and South West are natural allies of the rising
McCarthyite movement.

In the legislative branch of the government, McCarthy
has about 15 Senators, including Jenner, Mundt, Dirksen.
and Butler. These are not necessarily fascist politicians_
Some are merely reactionaries playing McCarthy's gaIlle
for the moment. But they help further the fascist
movement and constitute a strong segment of the
apparatus at McCarthy's command.

In the executive department, McCarthy's influence is
extensive. The Army-McCarthy hearings revealed to what
lengths the professional military caste are prepared to go
in conciliating the fascist Senator and cooperating with
his aims. Even more illuminating is the growing encroach
ment of McCarthy's lieutenant Scott McLeod in the State
Department. This fascist has set up a super-secret police
apparatus that acts as a rival administrative command to
Dulles himself.

On the financial side, McCarthy is supported by a group
of fabulously wealthy oil tycoons of Texas. This is one of
the most ominous signs of the growing power of the fascist
movement. This section of the capitalist class not only
supplies vast monetary resources, it constitutes a point of
contact with other capitalists who can be recruited 8S

backers of McCarthy. While they are a relatively new
sector of Big Business and far from the decisive power in
the capitalist class, their power is growing and they
constitute the initial recruits for fascism in America's
ruling class.

All attempts of the Democrats and Republicans to curb,
crush, outflank, or brush aside McCarthy have ended in
fiasco. The Army-McCarthy hearings, for instance, which
resulted from the need of the Eisenhower administration to
draw a line on the encroachments of McCarthy's independ
ent power, cost nothing more to the fascist demagogue



than the sacrifice of his Jewish Democratic attorney as a
scapegoat.

On the other hand, the hearings counted as combat
experience for McCarthy's mass following. All evidence
shows that the basic core became hardened and drew more
closely around the banner of the fascist demagogue. It is
true that some marginal supporters were repelled by the
crudity of McCarthy's conduct. But the idea that this
constituted a major setback for the fascist m9vement is
nothing short of insane. The rise of Hitler likewise had its
passionate division of the middle class for and against,
with innumerable shifts and upsets. AB a matter of fact,
the very posing in the hearings of the question "for or
against McCarthy?" constituted a major advance for
American fascism. Moreover, the hearings brought into
focus for millions the indispensable personal symbolism of
the leader in the national political arena. There it will stay
until the working class settles the issue definitively.

The struggle that broke into the open at the Army
McCarthy hearings showed most clearly that McCarthy's
movement is not just another political clique that can be
disposed of by the capitalist machine politicians once it
transcends the limits of what is permissible in the code of
bourgeois democratic politics. It is a new type of machine
with independent power resting on a mass base of its own.

The hearings revealed both the depth of the cleavage
between the two wings of the capitalist witch hunters and
the inability of the Eisenhower Republican and Democrat
ic opponents of McCarthy to really smash the fascist's
power. The basic reason for this impotence is that while an
intolerable antagonism exists between the bourgeois state
in its democratic form (even though it has been considera
bly modified in the direction of reaction) and the fascist
form, nevertheless in the period of the death agony of
capitalism, the bourgeois democratic government itself
prepares the ground, sows the seed, cultivates and
nourishes the development of fascism. The working class
alone can cut this development short and save America
from the catastophe of a fascist dictatorship. But for this
the workers must take power and extend democracy into
the heart of industry on the basis of the socialist
reconstruction of American society.

McCarthy's role as the architect of an American fascist
movement is perhaps nowhere more vividly manifested
than in his use of the blackmail technique. Blackmail is a
favorite weapon of fascist demagogues. McCarthy, who has
studied Mein Kampf very carefully, has taken a cue from
Hitler. who was also able to make powerful use of the
corruption that flourishes among democratic capitalist
politicians in order to make them play the Nazi game in
critical situations.

Like Hitler's charge of "14 years of shame and treason,"
McCarthy's charge of "20 or 21 years of treason," which he
levels against the Democrats and somewhat more careful
ly but nevertheless plainly against Eisenhower, is the
pivot of fascist demagogy. The treason charge marks the
boundary between the official witch hunt and its unofficial
fascist offspring. In a sense it constitutes the witch
hunting of the witch hunters. While the official witch
hunters boast about having crushed the domestic "com
munist menace," although continuing to whip up the
hysteria over an alleged communist menace abroad, the
McCarthyites charge that the U.S. government has been
infested with conscious and unconscious Russian agents
for two decades and more. They claim that the highest
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military circles deliberately handed half of Germany and
all of China to Moscow. They claim that the government is
still honey-combed with spies and traitors.

The treason charge provides the peg for two further
points that are crucial to the development of fascism. First,
it is the basis for full fledged social demagogy as the crisis
deepens. It already appeals to the disoriented and
disturbed layers of the middle class, since all their woes,
anxieties, fears, economic troubles, can be blamed on
treasonous conspirators who sold America out to the
Russians. It gives McCarthy the basis to parade before the
people as their tribune and the avenger of the wrongs done
them.

Second, the treason charge offers a convenient foanula
for taking power. As the fascists gain in strength they can
step up the hysteria over this accusation. Use of the
treason formula along this line was already apparent in
the Army-McCarthy hearings. McCarthy called on the
officers and government functionaries to funnel confiden·
tial information to him on anything involving "security."
AP, the outraged McCarthy opponents pointed out, he
asked these officials and civil service employes to violate
their oath of office. McCarthy's reply was simple. The oath
of office can be observed in essence only by violating its
fonn because of the treasonous conduct of government
heads due to laxity, stupidity ... or worse. This appeal for
recruits was undoubtedly effective among carecrists and
those with fascist inclinations.

The unity of the developing fascist movement and the
official witch hunters is revealed· basically in their
common defense and advocacy of capitalism. More
immediately their unity is revealed in common agyeement
on the witch-hunting formula: that is, that a "communist
menace" exists and that it must be cut out root and
branch. Their difference is expressed in disagreement over
how this is to be achieved. The official witch hunters give
lip service to democratic and parliamentary forms; the
fascists ad vocate rougher methods. Thus a rivalry exists
in the witch-hunting field between thp. Eisenhower
Truman wing and the McCarthyites. Since the McCarthy
wing does not hold power, while police-state legislation
has been actually passed, first under Truman then under
Eisenhower, it may seem that the greatest danger to
democratic rights and civil liberties comes from the old
line political machines. This conclusion, however, is a
mistake.

In the rivalry for preeminence in the witch-hunting field,
the fascist tendency is the final winner. Truman's witch
hunting, for example, turned out to be simply preparation
for the ascendancy of Brownellism which did nut hesitate
to turn the witch-hunting guns on Truman himself.
Brownellism likewise simply prepares for the ascendancy
of McCarthy. All the witch hunting of the Eisenhower
regime has not saved Eisenhower himself from becoming
McCarthy's target. In fact Eisenhower's witch hunting
constituted essential preparation for his own victimiza·
tion.

The mechanics of this process is quite simple. Having
conceded McCarthy's basic formula of the "communist
menace," the official witch hunters are caught in a
dilemma. If they du not step up the witch hunt, if they fail
to continue to load the statutes with police-state measures,
they are obviously being "soft on communism." McCarthy
is the gainer. On the other hand, if they become more rabid
and enact new savagely antidemocratic laws, they confirm



McCarthy's basic formula and thereby enhance his
prestige. To attack him then gives him the aura of a
marlyr. Doing McCarthy's work does not weaken him, it
strengthens his entire position. The history of Hitler's rise
in Germany is especially rich in lessons in this ABC of
politics.

To think that Brownellism is a graver menace than
McCarthyism is to grossly underestimate what would
happen in America with McCarthy in the White House.
This does not mean that Brownellism must be taken as a
"lesser evil" than McCarthyism; the whole point is that
McCarthyism must be fought by undertaking to oust both
Republicans and Democrats from office and replacing
them by a Workers and Farmers Government.

The cleavage between what has been most recently called
"Brownellism," after Eisenhower's attorney general, and
McCarthyism, is a cleavage between the Bonapartist and
fascist tendencies that have appeared on the American
political scene. Just as we characterize McCarthyism as
incipient fascism, so we must designate the drift toward
police statiam in the ruling structure ofAmerican capitalism
as budding Bonapartism.

In his analysis of the political situation in Germany
immediately before Hitler took power, Trotsky characterized
B:mapartism, or the "caricature of Bonapartism," as "a
regime of military-police dictatorship." He defined the
conditions for the rise of Bonapartism in the epoch of
capitalist decline as follows:

"As soon as the struggle of the two social strata-the
haves and the have-nots, the exploiter and the exploited
reaches its highest tension, the conditions are given for the
domination of bureaucracy. police, soldiery ... To be sure,
such a government docs not cease being a clerk of the
property owners." <The Only Road)

Trotsky distinguished between the Bonapartism of the
immediate pre-fascist period and a rf~latively stable Bona
partism of capitalist rule as follows:

"The Bonapartist reg-ime can attain a comparatively
stable and durable character only in the event that it brings
1:1 revolutionary epoch to a close; when the relationship of
forces has already been tested in battlcs; when the revolu
tionary cla8ses are already spent; while the possessing
classes have not yet freed themselves from the fear: will not
the morrow bring' new convulsions? Without this basic
condition, that is, without a preceding exhaustion of mass
energies in battles, the Bonapartist regime is in no position
to develop."

Elements of Bonapartism in the capitalist government
have been growin~ in the United Stlltes since the emergence
of' the American working class as 3 colossal power in the
Thirties. With the appearance of industrial unions, the
United States became a house divided. Every major
pulsation of the working-class struggle has'tended to pose
the question of who will be master. Every struggle, no matter
how restricted its initial form, has tended to become a show·
down struggle between the two powerful antagonists,
American capitalism and the working class.

Under these conditions Bonapartist tendencies became
quite marked. Roosevelt's infamous formula: "A plague on
both your houses" during the Little Steel strike of 1937 when
the workers were hit by a strike-breaking assault (Mohawk
Valley Form ula) was an expression of precisely this tenden
cy.
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During the Roosevelt and Truman administrations, -the
tendency toward Bonapartisrn-in particular American
forms-can be traced in the feverish growth of the central
state apparatus, the increased power of the military brass,
the emergence of the secret political police (FBI) as a major
independent entity within the government, the increase of
the President's "emergency" powers (even to commit the
country to war as in the Korean "police action"), and finally
in the officially sponsored nationwide witch hunt.

The partiality of the American capitalists for "Brownel
1ism" at present, and their CUlTent hostility toward the "path
of McCarthy" is shown by their yearning for an "economical
road to fascism," or, as Trotsky characterized the Bonapart
ist policy of the French bourgeoisie in the pre-World War II
period, "fascism on the cheap."

In our definitions of both McCarthyism and Bonapartism,
where we draw heavily on the European experience, it is
necessary to guard due proportions. What we have is an
anticipatory mobilization of the political forces threatening
to atomize the American proletariat. These forces show a
marked maturity even before the full consequences of the
social crisis have appeared in the United States. The
maturity of the tendency toward a "preventive" reactionary
settlement with the working class stems, as we have
indicated, from the desperate position of American capital
ism in the world arena on the one hand, and on the other
from the labor bureaucracy's strangulation ofthe independ
ent class movement of the workers.

Perspective of American Fascism
We way that American fascism is "incipient." By that we

do not intend to minimize the danger. The fascist movement
always remains incipient until a major default by the
working class in one or more revolutionary situations
permits the fascist movement to develop into a more
advanced form. This occurs when successive defaults
alienate the middle class to such an extent that. the fascist
demagogue can mobilize the ruined and crazed section into
effective shock brigades for a counterrevolutionary civil war
against the working class.

McCarthyism has not reached that stage and there is
every reason to believe that the American working class can
be mobilized to crush it before it ever reaches that stage. But
there are a n umber of fea tures a bout American fascism that
are different from its European forerunners. That such a
formidable mobilization of the fascists has already taken
place before the social crisis of American capitalism has led
to the mass radicalization of the working class as a
polarizing center for the middle class, is a fact that must be
assessed and understood.

The powerful intitial flush of American fascism stems
from the weakened world position of the United States. The
reflex of the ruling class, transmitted through a witch hunt
of unprecedented scope, intensity and duration, has served
to channelize the deep disturbances in the middle class in the
direction ofMcCarthyism. This is one ofthe consequences of
a default in leadership by the American working class due to
the paralyzing role of the labor bureaucracy. After the rise of
the CIO the bureaucrats managed to block formation of an
independent Labor Party that would have attracted the
middle classes. During World War II, they supported
Roosevelt and his war policy, once more refusing to take the
road that could have attracted a middle class that was
uneasy over the slaughter and its consequences. Finally, in
the Korean experience, the labor bureaucrats again support-



ed Truman and the war-mongers in the teeth of mass
opposition to the adventure, not only among the workers but
among the middle claBs, primarily the farmers. These
successive defaults of leadership made possible the present
turn t()ward McCarthyism by considerable sections of the
middlp. class who find no other means, in the absence of
working-class leadership, of expressing their discontent and
nervousness.

Thus taking the political scene as a whole. the mass
character of McCarthy's following in a certain sense
foostltutes an anticipatory coun ter-formation to the coming
rad ira lization ofthe working cI ass, a radicalization that can
be expected to take explosive foons.

With a sharp upsurge of radicalism among the workers
this initial advantage enjoyed by American fascism can be
rapidly reversed. The McCarthyites would become isolated.
The g-reatest danger then would be the wave of illu.sion,
assidu0usly nurtured by the Stalinists and the labor
hureaucruts, that fascism had been defeated and that a new
(·ualition with the liberal capitalists would bar its resur
geD{"p.

What about a different variant; namely, a "cold" victory
for the fascists? If McCarthy, for instance, captures control
of the Republican Party and becomes its presidential
f:andidate, say in 1956, would this open the possibility for a
fascist regime to come to power? Would this mean that the
working class had been denied its historic opportunity to
('Slllhlish a Workers and Fanners Government?

(t is not excluded that McCarthy and those around him
can be absorbed by the Republican machine. If they do so
merely I1B individuals then we would have witnessed the
di8so1ution of a group ofleaders of incipient fascism into the
basic bourgeois democratic political machine which has

more and more tended to set up a bonaparlist police state
regime characterized by the enormous power of the military
and of the secret political police. This type of withdrawal
was seen in the case of Mayor Hague, a potential
candidate for the role of America.n Hitler in the late
thirties. But if McCarthy follows this CDllrSe, the role of
fascist leader will fall to someone else who will pick up the
strings by denouncing McCarthy's "treason and betrayal."

Another possibility is that McCarthy in the White House
utilizes this position to mobilize the middle class against the
workers and their organizations. This would give him
maximurn "lega'" cover for an all-out fight to consolidate his
power and carry out his fascist program. For the working
class it would mean a desperate struggle to safeguard the
Bill of Rights from subversion by the highest official in the
land. The historic opportunity of the working class to put a
Workers and Farmers Government in power would then
occur in a different form snd under more difficult circum
stances than if they had mobilized earlier.

At present, however. the tendency ofdevelopmen t is along
different lines marked by the growing cleavage between the
Bonapartist wing and the fascist wing.

A temporary deal with the Soviet Union would deeepen
this cleavage, as the economic and social crisis in America
grew more profound. The outbreak ofwar, on the other hand,
would give the Bonaparlist elements, Eisenhower-Brownell,
etc., the upper hand and enormously strengthen the trend
toward a police state. The distinctive fa.scist tendencies
might even be smothered by such a tum of events. At the
next stage, when the hopeless wa.r brought ruin and
devastation and frightful suffering, the polarization of the
country into a fascist and a revolutionary proletarian camp
would proceed with terrific speed.

4. McCarthy-A "Bourgeois Democrat"?

A Reply to Vern and Ryan

By Joseph Hansen

The following article, reprinted from SWP Di.8cU8sion Bulletin A·
25 in 1954, was written in reply to the "Resolution on McCarthyism"
by Dennis Vern and Sam Ryan, which appear!! in SWP Discussion
Bulletin A-24 in 1954. Vern and Ryan were the leaders of a small
tendency in the Los Angeles local of the SWP which took shape
during the discussion ofthe nature ofthe Eastern European states
in the early 1950s. Vern and Ryan claimed that these states became
workers' states as soon 88 they were occupied by the Soviet army,
resting their case on a garblM version of Lenin's Sta~ and
Revolu.tion. Their differences eventually spread to all areas of
political life and, at the end of 1954, they walked out of the party to
join Shachtman's Independent Socialist League.

In their "Resolution on 'McCarthyiSI1l,' "(SWP Discussion
Bulletin A-24, November 1954) Dennis Vern and Sam Ryan
take the curious position that McCarthy is only a "bourgeois
democrat." As a counter-weight to this they take the still
more curious position that all bourgeois democrats are
"potential fascists." From this they draw the conclusion that
a campaign that singles out McCarthyism as the American
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form of fascism is ill-advised and even helps prop up the
bourgeois order. "The net effect of this campaign is not to
hurt McCarthy, or the bourgeois state, but to excuse the
bourgeois state for the indisputable evidences of its bour·
geois character, and thus hinder the proletariat in its
understanding that the bourgeois-democratic state is an
'executive committee' ofthe capitalist class, and that only a



workers state can offer an appropriate 0 bjective for the class
struggle." (Emphasis by Vern-Ryan, as in all cases where I
quote them.)

To make a complete analysis ofthe Vern-Ryan position, to
untangle everything they tangle up, and put in proper
perspective the things they do have right would keep the
mimeograph tied up for quite a while; and the analysis, I am
afraid, would tend to become as boring and tough to chew on
as its subject matter. I propose therefore only to take up the
most glaring faults ofthe Vern-Ryan resolution and let it go
at that.

The fundamental error in the Vern-Ryan position on
McCarthyism, apparent in the first paragraph of their
document, is methodological: ". . . a wide range ofAmerican
politicians, from Senator Humphrey and Douglas on one
hand, to McCarran and Dirksen, on the other, are all
potential faBcists...." This "fascist potentiality," derives
from their "support of the capitalist order." And the
capitalist order infuses them with fascist potentiality
because "in certain circumstances capitalism can be
temporarily maintained only through the intercession of
fascism."

This position is carried with dispareh to its logical
absurdity in the second paragraph of the document: "Any
supporter of the capitalist system, is by virtue of that
support, a potential fascist. ..."

How shall we apply that theory? Shall we say, for
instance, that the Social Democrats, having betrayed
Marxism, objectively support the capitalist order; and that
therefore, all Social Democrats are potential fascists? And
since every beastmust have its name, shall we call thc Social
Democrats-social fascists?

Vern and Ryan, we hope, will note the close resemblance of
that position to the one with which the Stalinists helped
pave the way for Hitler.

Naturally they will object, and with justice, that they drew
precisely the opposite conclusion from their premises-that
none of the capitalist politicians in Washington are actual
fascists, not even McCarthy; they are all "bourgeois
democrats." I will readily grant that this conclusion is
inescapable trom the premises on which Vern and Ryan
stand. I only call attention to the fact that precisely the
opposite conclusion is equally inescapable-they are all
fascists.

We are caught in this mire because of the impulsion of
Vern and Ryan feel to make McCarthy out as 'lnything
but a fascist. if he is not a fascist, he must be a bourgeois
democrat. If this is true of McCarthy, it must be all the
more true of the other current capitalist politicians. Where
then will the fascist politicians eventually come from?
Either something totally new and unexpected will appear
or the bourgeois democrats will become fascists. But if
they can tum into fascists, it becomes of crucial impor·
tance to determine the point of qualitative change.

Out of this mire, by spontaneous generation asin the days
when fonnal logic ruled supreme, arise the categories Vern
and Ryan need-"potential fascist" now-a·bourgeois
democrat, "actual fascist" was-a-bourgeois-democrat, and
the "two inescapable and basically essential features,"
which we will consider later, that determine when a
bourgeois democrat becomes a fascist.

As we have seen already, however, it doesn't require a very
powerful lens to discover that a potential fascist is an actual
fascist and that therefore all of Vern-Ryan's "bourgeois
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democrats" are fascists. Something, it would appear, is
wrong with premises that permit such latitude in the
conclusion to be drawn from them. What is it?

Let us examine the links of the chain of reasoning offered
us by Vern and Ryan: (1) At a certain stage the capitalist
order can be maintained only through faacism. (2) Anyone
who supports the capitalist order must therefore eventually
accept fascism. (3) Anyone who eventually accepts fascism
is a potential fascist. (4) Since all capitalist politicians
support the capitalist order, they are all potential fascists.

The error in logic is a gToss one. It is known technically as
the Fallacy of Division. What is of true something as a whole
is mistakenly held to be equally true ofeach of its parts. For
example: "Common table salt, a compound of chlorine and
sodium, is good on french-fried potatoes. Therefore, chlorine
and sodium is good on french-fried potatoes." But chlorine is
a poisonous gas and sodium a light metal that would react
most violently when it touched one's mouth, if it hadn't
done so already on the potatoes.

The fact that Vern and Ryan were probably ignorant of
the name of their error is no excuse for having committed it.
It is possible to think straight without being a trained
logician, although I will readily grant that a little training
helps. In the case of Vern and Ryan it might have helped
them avoid becoming so dazzled by words like "potential"
and "actual." Both Vern and Ryan are perfectly aware that
the capitalist order as a whole evolves toward Ii fascist stage
and is therefore not only "potentially" fascist but "actually"
fascist in tendency. An ounce of thought should have shown
that this premise does not permit us to conclude that all
capitalist politicians are "potential" fascists or "actual"
fascists in tendency even though they all support the
capitalist order. Historically the capitalist class as a whole
supports fascism, but not all its parts. And the "whole" can
be represented by the economically dominant minority.

Had Vern and Ryan used the dialectic method, they
would have been less likely to commit such a blunder.
They saw what was common in faBcists and liberals-both
species of politicians support the capitalist order. It was an
achievement to see this and a good illustration of the fact
that formal logic, even unconscious formal logic, has a
certain power. The dialectician, however, begins with that.
Having discovered the "onen-what unites the fascist and
liberal politicians-he turns his attention to "division of
the onc"; that is, the difference between them. It doesn't
require much analysis to indicate that the difference can
develop into contradiction. Historical experience shows us
that heads can roll, particularly the heads of liberals
even though they faithfully support the capitalist order. In
fact, it is precisely because they faithfully support the
capitalist order that their heads roll.

This paradox would remain inexplicable if we stayed at
the level that sees only the unity hetween fascists and
liberals. To the logic of contradiction, however, the
paradox is easily resolvable. First of all, capitalist
politicians are interested primarily in the welfare of a
particular section of the class they represent. Differences
in particular interests can lead to sharp clashes between
capitalist politicians, as we see every day, not only
between maior machines but within the machines. A
capitalist politician tends to become identified with the



interests of a particular group and the changes in the
relative weight and importance of the group are projected
on the national political scene as changes in his personal
standing. Since the development of capitalism itself
pushes to the forefront successive economic groupings,
these are refle~ted in a succeRsion of different type!! of
politicians. In this framework, personal characteristics
playa considerable role in the choice of individuals to play
these leading roles. We may be sure, for instance, that
Taft's innermost convictions were a faithful reflection of
the outlook of the Cleveland real-estate barons and that he
acted in full sincerity out of those cunvidions. That was
an essential personal requirement to achieve leadership of
the grouping. At that stage of capitalist development
where the general interests of the system are best
expressed in democratic forms of rule, the particular
grouping whose interests most closely coincide with those
forms will be found dominant and its individual politi
cians take the center of the stage. When the general
interests of the system come into contradiction with
democratic fonns, this signifies that a different grouping
has corne to the forefront, and along with it, with more or
less delay. a different set of political leaders.

I have stated this in the most condensed and abstract
way with the understanding that in actual life these
generalities are subject to considerable modification.
However, we must begin with such abstractions to find the
points of departure for our own policies in the national
arena.

For instance, if a regime that rules in principle through
democratic fonns is threatened by the rise of a fascist
movement (which is committed in principle to the
destruction of democratic forms), it would be a fatal error
to consider the liberal regime as potentially fascist. And it
would be just as fatal not to recognize the real character of
the fascist movement and to consider it only "bourgeois
democratic." In fact the two errors are simply two sides of
a single fault-incapacity to differentiate. The truth is,
that as the capitalist representatives of democratic forms,
the liberals are threatened with annihilation at the hands
of the fascists. But democratic forms include freedom of
speech, of assembly, of the press and the right to organize
in unions and political parties. In a struggle involving
those rights, the working class cannot stand aside. To do
so would mean its own atomization at the hands of the
fascists.

Let us look once again at the opening paragraph of the
Vern·Ryan document: "... a wide range of American
politicians, from Senator Humphrey and Douglas on one
hand, to McCarran and Dirksen, on the other, are all
potential fascists.. . . .. Giving the authors of that
concept the benefit of the doubt, perhaps we should
assume that. confused over the complex inter·relationship
between liberals like Humphrey and Douglas and fascists
like McCarthy, they impatiently decided to dispose of the
problem by considering them all one reactionary mass and
labelling them inappropriately enough-"bourgeois demo
crats." The proposed solution, it must be admitted, has the
attraction of simplicity if nothing else.

Liberals like Humphrey and Douglas feel threatened'by
fascists like McCarthy. They also feel insecure, quailing at
what must seem to them virtually impossible tasks
maintaining prosperity and carrying forward the war
program to its conclusion. They have lost confidence in the
efficacy of democratic fonns, which means that as
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politicians they have lost confidence in themselves and
their own future. Nevertheless. they cling deperately to
their positions and attempt to shore them up. Thus in face
of the pressure from McCarthy, they even try to go him
one better. They try to outflank the fascist. Hence their
prominence in espousing such legislation as outlawing the
Communist Party. Superficially they thus appear even
worse than McCarthy. From their viewpoint, however, it is
only protective coloration. They st.ill remain liberals. And
they are right; they are only liberals. All their witch
hunting will not. save them should McCarthyi.sm come to
power.

Fascists like McCarthy, on the other hand, feel in tune
with the times. Despite the blows and setbacks they take
as well as give, they display confidence in themselves and
their future as if they knew that so far as the capitalist
system is concerned, their turn is next, even though it may
take a few years. Hence their arrogance and their
contempt for the liberals of both parties. They can afford
to let the liberals run interference on witch-hunt legisla
tion; it helps them, just as the witch hunt itself prepared
the way for their entry as major figures on the political
arena although the witch hunt was not started by them
but by the Democrats under Truman. Ironically, the very
measures the liberals sponsor in their own search for
protective coloration provide protective coloration for the
McCarthyites in extending the witch hunt and building
their own forces. It's all been legalized with the blessings
of the liberals.

In this contest between the liberals and the fascists
should the working class abstain with a curse on both
their houses? Should we follow the method of Vern and
Ryan and refuse to separate McCarthy "in any way from
all the other supporters of capitalism" and call him, a8

they do, nothing but another "bourgeois democrat"? To do
so would be to follow the politics of abstention and
actually facilitate McCarthy's work.

The correct course i.s based on the major differentiation
between the liberals and fascists. We defend the democrat
ic fonns against the fascist threat. We do so by attacking
the liberals for capitulating to the fascists, for performing
their own historic function of paving the way for the
fascists, for betraying the people to McCarthyiam. From
the concessions the liberals make to the fascists
concessions of deep injury to the labor movement-we
demonstrate the necessity of removing the liberals from
power. We fight to replace them with working-class
politicians at the head of an independent labor political
movement capable of defending labor's rights and gains
and of stopping McCarthyism. And to accomplish that
task we level our fire in the labor movement at the
bureaucrats who support the liberals and thereby stand in
the way of truly representing labor's interests and of
smashing the fascist threat. Is that 80 difficult to under
stand?

How to Tell a Fascist from a Liberal
To concretize our analysis still further, let us make one

more observation about the inter-relationship between
liberals and fascists. If McCarthyism should succeed in
mobilizing the middle class and getting the nod from Wall
Street, it can be expected that some liberal politicians
would knock at fascist headquarters for entrance and
assignment to posts in the movement, no matter how
modest-even posts as window dressing. A few would



undoubtedly be accepted. The youngest of them might
!JUcceed in living down their "red" past and carving out
some kind of career in the fascist machine. The older ones
would be nothing but pitiful captives. On the other hand, if
the McCarthyites were dealt a major defeat we could
expect a share of them to appear hat in hand before the
Republican and Democratic machine bosses, and there
would be no doubt whatsoever that some of them would be
absorbed as part of the effort to liquidate thp.m a8 an
opposition.

At this point, I suppose, we might expect Vern and Ryan
to demand a minute to ask a "damaging" question: "First
you admit that the so-called liberals try to outdo McCarthy
in passing police-state legislation and even succeed in this.
Then you admit that liberals can become fascists, which is
what we contended all along, and that fascists can also
switch over. In view of this, would you mind informing us
just how you propose to tell a fascist from a liberal if you
reject our position? It seems to us that you have helped
confirm what we pointed out in our document; namely,
that in determining 'the lowest common denominator' you
cannot have less than its promulgation of a 'radical'
program and organization of 'special bodies of anned
men.' To quote from our document: 'These two features-a
radical program of 'anti-capitalism' and special anned
gangs-furnish the two inescapable and basically essen
tial features of 8 fascist movement.' Consequently, so far
as McCarthyism is concerned, 'Until the movement
outlines a 'radical' program and organizes special bodies
of armed men around it, it may be a reactionary and a
dangerous movement, but it is not fascist, and will very
likely degenerate into the well stocked limbo of previous
middle class movements.'''

The fact that Vern and Ryan are prepared to recognize
that McCarthyism can be tenned "fascist" if and when it
advances a "radical" program and "organizes special
bodies of armed men around it" is to be welcomed. At that
time we may look forward to finding ourselves in common
agreement in our analysis of the movement and what
should be done about it. Meanwhile, however, we face a
political problem that cannot be evaded: What should be
done right now to prepare the working class so that it can
properly defend itself if and when McCarthyism advances
a "radical" program and "organizes special bodies of
armed men around it"? Or can we complacently adopt the
Vern-Ryan position and aBSure the working class that
McCarthyism "will very likely degenerate into the well
stocked limbo of previous middle class movements'''? The
posing of the problem shows at once how sharply the
Vern-Ryan position diverges from the program of action
needed to really cause McCarthyism to "degenerate."

Is our science so limited that we cannot tell a fascist
movement until its "two inescapable and basically
essential features" have reached full-blown forms? Are we
forced to call its leaders "bourgeois democrats" before
then? It seems to me that we should be able to do better
than that. Let us start with ordinary common sense.

As Vern and Ryan observe, "Senator McCarthy has
been branded a fascist over a number of years now by a
great many bourgeois politicians such a8 Tydings,
Flanders, Benton, Eisenhower's brother, Mrs. Roosevelt,
and Adlai Stevenson." To this evidence, our spetzes
respond, "Marxism disagrees." The common opinion of the
bourgeois politicians is brushed aside because McCarthy
ism doesn't fit in with the preconceived ideas of Vern and

Ryan. Naturally we must disregard factional exaggera
tions made by the bourgeois opponents of McCarthy but
also we must note the damage that is done them by their
admission. What do they have to gain as ~upporters of
capitalism hy confessing that American capit.alism has
spawned-a fascist movement? In addition, we should
note this important fact, which seems to have escaped
Vern and Ryan, that these bourgeois politician>; represent
leading figures in both the Republican and Democratic
paTties. They do not consider McCarthy a specifically
Republican phenomenon, but something apart and in
opposition to both parties. The unanimity of opinion,
furthermore, shows that it does nol represent individual
aberrations, but represents the general view in America's
ruling circles. Those circles should know what McCarthy
is.

In this resped, one outstanding fact alone must be duly
weighed; That is the financial support a section of the
ruling class is already providing McCarthy. Do Vern and
Ryan actually believe that the Texas oil tycoons consider
McCarthy only another-bourgeois democrat? Or lacking
the advantages of Marxist method, have the Texas
billionaires made a mistake, feeding oats to the wrong
horse?

If it is any consolation to Vern and Ryan, it can be
expected that these ruling circles and the bourgeois
politicians, who now admit that McCarthy is a fascist,
may in the future adopt the Vern-Ryan position-that
McCarthy is only another "bourgeois democrat." That will
be about the time they decide to turn to the fascist solution;
and McCarthy, advancing hi8 "radical" program and
organizing "special bodies of armed men," needs such
propagandistic camouflage. What will Vern and Ryan
then say about the earlier admissions of the bourgeois
politicians?

In addition to the evidence from bourgeois ruling circles
that McCarthy is a fascist, we have the evidence of
European opinion. Vern and Ryan leave this completely
cut of consideration, yet it is based on the most solid
grounds-actual experience in the rise of a number of
fascist movements that have displayed considerable
differences. Are we to simply dismiss the warning of
European public opinion, which is virtually unanimous in
considering McCarthy a fascist and which has been
shouting to the American people to wake up, heed what
happened in Italy, Gennany, and Spain, and take action
while McCarthyism is still weak? To brush aside that
opinion, as Vern and Ryan do, is to close our ears to the
voice of experience in order to avoid profaning the
preconceived fonna we demand that McCarthyism meet
before we will grudgingly concede that it is indeed a fascist
movement. The experience of the European working class,
earned at such cost, deserves better from us.

Still confining ourselves to the empiric level, let us take
another look at McCarthy himself. Here, I offer in evidence
the opinions of Vern and Ryan, stripped however of their
theoretical interpretation. We have already seen that the
Vern-Ryan use of the "potential-actual" categories consti
tuted a gross error in logic. Through the error they were
able to take the actual fascist McCarthy, convert him into
a "potential" fascist, and therefore through their wrong
method into nothing but a "bourgeois democrat," By
pointing out the error, we topple the entire Vern-Ryan
construction with one kick. But out of the ruin we tire able
to salvage a few bricks. For instance, they admit that



McCarthy "does have personal qualities that equip him for
fascism's task." How did they arrive at that conclusion?
By what criteria? Obviously in the same way that such
people as Flanders, Eisenhower's brother, Mrs. Roosevelt,
and Adlai Stevenson did. Through observing McCarthy in
action.

They go even further. "McCarthy has openly been
(possibly as part of a conscious plen to present himself
some day 8S an American fascist leader}-not even as
'anti-labor' as some of the other bourgeois democrats."
How did Vern and Ryan reach the conclusion that
McCarthy may be operating today with a "conscious
plan" to present himself in the future as "an American
fascist leader"? By what criteria? Again, obviously, by
observing McCarthy in action. But isn't a politician who
follows a conscious plan to present himself as a fascist
leader an actual fascist? Most telling of all is the
recognition by Vern and Ryan of McCarthy's obvious
purpose-to appear "not even as 'anti-labor' a8 some oBhe
other bourgeois democrats." Doesn't that very fact give an
intimation of McCarthy's potential capacity to use radical
sounding demagogy?

So far we have confined ourselves to only some of the
facts that hit you in the eye. Let us extend our range a bit
and see what we can turn up. In accordance with the
Marxist method. we must examine the origin of McCarthy
ism. something Vern and Ryan forgot to do. The record is
absolutely clear. When McCarthy first won national
prominence in 1950, we noted that he had done so through
a "super witch hunt." This was an obvious fact. but our
conclusion is also interesting from the viewpoint of
methodology. As Marxists we noted a qualitative differ
ence in the witch hunt. We "differentiated," found "a
division of the one." Then we followed the development of
that difference until it became so great that the author of
the witch hunt. Truman, was himself witch-hunted. We
were cautious, even conservative about applying our label.
However, when not only Truman, but at the same time,
Eisenhower in the White House, was witch·hunted; when it
was clear that McCarthy had a large middle-class backing,
that he was organizing independently, that every fascist
grouping known to us since 1937 was hailing him as
leader, no mistake was possible-a fascist movement had
crystallized out of the witch hunt. That was when we put
the correct label on McCarthyism as the American fonn of
fascism. The fear, and even panic, of such well-known
liberals as Humphrey, Douglas, Lehman, and the rest, in
face of McCarthy's rise only confirmed the correctness of
the designation.

In contrast to this method of determining the difference
between McCarthyism and the bourgeois democracy that
spawned it, note the position of Vern and Ryan: "Fascism
in America will not arrive as an integral part of the
present witch hunt; it is ironic but true that it is not the
success but the failure of the witch hunt that will force
American capitalism to take the fascist path."

McCarlhyism is an "integral part of the present witch
hunt." That's absolutely true. And it's just as absolutely
not true. Vern and Ryan do not see any differentiation in
the witch hunt. They view it statically. The witch hunt is
only a witch hunt. "A"="A." And "A" can't possibly equal
anything else. Small wonder they are unable to see a
fascist movement proceeding from the witch hunt. But
viewing it dynamically and not statically, that is,
dialectically and not purely formally, can we say that the
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witch hunt is still what it was when Truman started it?
Did Truman begin by witch.hunting himself? Did
McCarthy set the pace in 1947? By what magic did
McCarthy come to national prominence if there was no
internal differentiation in the witch hunt?

The static, pigeon·hole approach leads Vern and Ryan
into a further serious deviation from Marxist method. The
witch hunt. if I interpret them correctly, is a single chapter
that will fail, leaving us with nothing new as a heritage of
its existence. It will drop into the "limbo" as one of a series
that have dropped into that chute like empty tomato cans.
Something else, perhaps unforeseen will then develop.
Maybe even a movement headed by such bourgeois
democrats as Douglas or Humphrey or Lehman! Who
knows? This will finally prove to be genuine fascism. The
intermediate links are thus left out completely. Vern and
Ryan have failed to take into consideration the continuity
of American fascism.

Although in obverse form, this is in essence the same
methodological error committed by the Cochranites in
relation to the continuity of the revolutionary socialist
movement in America. The Cochranitcs crossed off the
past of the revolutionary movement and, for the future.
think something novel, without any links with the past,
win emerge. Vern and Ryan utilize the same method in
relation to fascism in the U.S.

They do not grasp the central fact that so far as the
development of capitalist politics is concerned, the "suc·
cess" of the witch hunt is manifest precisely in the
emergence of McCarthyism; that is, the American form of
fascism. To conclude that the witch hunt has succeeded
only in grouping the "lunatic right wing fringe" behind
McCarthy, to use the words of Vern and Ryan, is to repea.t
the error of those who considered Hitler nothing but a
"lunatic"at the head of a "lunatic right wing fringe." What
is most lunatic is to repeat such an error with McCarthy
after the experience with Hitler. It is an instructive
example, however, of how similar methods lead to similar
results.

Vern and Ryan Set Trotsky Straight
The reference in the draft resolution to Mayor Hague of

Jersey City is picked up by Vern and Ryan for a
di.8sertation on what they consider to be an error by
Trotsky. The pertinent quotations are taken from a
transcript of a discussion with Trotsky published in the
Feb. 1946 Fourth International. The entire discussion
deserves careful study, but here we will confine ourselves
to the alleged error.

"In the United States it might be different but the
fundamental tasks are the same," Trotsky said. "I read
about the tactics of Hague. It is a rehearsal of a Fascist
overthrow. He represents small bosses who became
infuriated because the crisis deepened. He has his gang
which is absolutely unconstitutional. This is very, very
contagious. With the deepening of the crisis it will spread
all over the country and Roosevelt who is a very good
democrat will say, 'Perhaps it is the only solution.'

"It was the same in Italy. They had a minister who
invited the Socialists. The Socialists refused. He admitted
the Fascists. He thought he could balance them against
the Socialists, but they smashed the minister too. Now I
think the example of New Jersey is very important. We
should utilize everything, but this especially."

Further on, Trotsky continues: "In Newark the Mayor



begins to imitate Hague and they are all inspired by
Hague and by the big bosses. It is absolutely cerlain that
Roosevelt will observe that now in the crisis he can do
nothing with democratic means. He is not a fascist as the
Stalinists claimed in 1932. (Or a "potential" fascist-J.H,)
But his initiative will be paralyzed. What can he do? The
workers are dissatisfied. The big bosses are dissatisfied.
He can only maneuver until the end of his term and then
say goodbye. A third term for Rooaevelt is absolutely
excluded.

''The imitation of the Newark mayor has tremendous
importance. In two or three years you can have a powerful
fascist movement of American character. What is Hague?
He has nothing to do with Mussolini or Hitler, but he is an
American fascist. Why is he aroused? Because the society
can no longer be run by democratic means.

"11 would of course be impermissible to fall into hysteria.
The danger of the working class being out-run by events is
indisputable, but we can combat this danger only by
energetic, systematic development of our own activity and
under adequate revolutionary slogans and not by fantastic
efforts to spring over our own heads."

Now let's hear from Vem and Ryan. "It would be futile,
and the evidence of a conception of Trotsky as some kind
of infallible 'Pope,' were one to deny that this analysis is
primarily incorrect. A third and a fourth term for
Roosevelt was clearly not 'absolutely excluded'; Roosevelt
did not observe that in the crisis he can do nothing 'with
democratic means'; nor was hiB initiative 'paralyzed'; he
did not maneuver until the end of his term 'and then say
goodbye' (except in Sinclair Lewis' book). With his
accustomed bourgeois democratic methods Roosevelt
maintained the democratic state as an adequate instru
ment of the American capitalist class, was elected to not
only a third term but to a fourth teTID as wen.

"Trotsky's analysis was incorrect as any Monday
morning quarterback can plainly see."

Hold on there, Monday morning quarterbacks. That's an
illegal play and you've got to bring the ball back and take
a penalty. When Trotsky made that prediction about
Roosevelt, what was he doing, trying to read tea leaves?
Or cast Ii hor08cope for Roosevelt? Isn't it proper for U8 as
disciples of Trotsky to ask ourselves what theoretical
considerations led to these conclusions?

Roosevelt came into power as the representative primari
ly of light industry, that section of the capitalist class
interested first of all in the New Deal. By 1938, when the
diBcuBsion in question was held, the New Deal had pretty
well run its course. This was indicated by the economic
downturn of 1937 and by the development of a fascist
movement in America as a reflex to the formation of the
CIO and its objective tendency toward independent
political action. But it is a general law of politics, as I
indicated at the beginning of this article, that the personal
fate of politicians is bound up with the grouping and even
current in a grouping they represent. To say that "A third
term for Roosevelt is absolutely excluded" is simply to
personalize an abstract theoretical conclusion-the New
Deal is finished.

Was Trotsky right in drawing that conclusion? In 1938 it
was quite clear that a fascist movement was on the rise
and it was therefore legitimate to al80 conclude that "It is
absolutely certain that Roosevelt will observe that now in
the crisis he can do nothing with democratic means."

What happened? A little item that Vern and Ryan leave
out-the outbreak of the Second World War, This sliced
right through all the trends and along with it the Marxist
projections of those trends. Roosevelt won his third and
fourth terms on that basis. But he confirmed Trotsky
nevertheless by announcing himself that the New Deal
was dead. And as for continuing to rule by the "accus
tomed bourgeois democratic methods," as Vern and Ryan
declare, Roosevelt violated them in principle not only by
breaking his campaign promise to keep out of war but by
turning to decree rule, slapping on a wage freeze,
persecuting the miners union; and, we may add, by
imprisoning the TrotBkyists for exercising their democratic
right to oppose imperialist war and advocate socialism.
The Bonapartist element in the Roosevelt regime I{t'ew
considerably. As for the fascist movement, it was cut off
short, not to resume until the world conflict came to an
end.

Studying Trotsky's error, then, we see that it was one of
form and not of substance. Trotsky was aware, we may be
sure, that a certain amount of political risk was involved
in choosing the form he did for making his prediction. On
the other hand the chances for political gain were
considerable. And since only something as major as a
world war could affect it, that kind of error could be
handled without too great disadvantage. It took the new
world war TrotBky had predicted to cancel out his
prediction Roosevelt would not serve a third term!

But let us continue with the correction offered by our
Monday moming quarterbacks. They see Trotsky's error
as "two-fold." First it was an error "in tempo." TrotBky's
forecast about "the inability of the American bourgeoisie
to rule indefinitely with democratic means" came true
much later than he expected. The worth of that "correc·
tion" can be judged in the light of the failure of Vern and
Ryan to consider the intervention of World War II. They

, just don't know what they are talking about.
Secondly, "Trotsky's error in the tempo of events may

very well have derived from hiB other error which consists
in a misconception. as to what Hague was and represented
in New Jersey." We are then informed that "Trotsky's
error in tempo derived from misinformation as to the
nature of Hague's political activity and the forcee upon
which it was based," Where Vem and Ryan got this
information remains a top-drs.wer secret. I had the rare
good fortune and privilege to work with Trotsky and I can
assure his correctors that he was very well informed. He
not only read the New York Times the same as Ryan (if I
recall the discussion- correctly, Trotsky's reference, "I read
about the tactics of Hague," was to the New York Times)
but he was in correspondence with Marxists in the U.S.
well able to separate fact from fiction, read the American
Trotskyist press closely, and was also visited by any
number of American, both Marxist and otherwise, who
reported what was happening.

The truth is that our Monday morning quarterbacks feel
quite correctly that their method, based on their informa
tion, would never reveal Hague as a fascist. First of all,
Hague, according to them, did not have his own gang.
Secondly, Hague did not represent the small bo88es, for
this "would inevitably have been expressed in the
formulation' of some sort of 'radical' or 'anti-capitalist'
program... ," And so-Trotsky must have been wrong.
Hague wasn't a fascist. He must have been just a
"bourgeois democrat."
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Permit me to set the facts straight by quoting from a
letter from a participant in the struggle against Hague,
George Breitman:

"I leave aside the question of whether Hague represented
'small bosses who became infuriated because the crisis
deepened.' (The key here is the meaning of the word
'represented.' I am inclined to think that Trotsky's
estimate on this was fundamentally sound.) All I deal with
here is the question of extra·legal gangs.

"Hague, it is true, had an understanding with the
racketeer-ridden AFL and therefore felt no need to try to
destroy the AFL unions immediately, but that doesn't
mean he wasn't out to destroy the union movement as a
whole ultimately. His main target was the CIa for the time
being since it was the CIO that represented the real threat
then. Vern-Ryan say, 'In this endeavor Hague did not
employ "his own gang" which is absolutely unconstitu
tional but the Jersey City Police and Democratic Party
hangers-on, sworn in as special police and deputies. This
use of the police was as unconstitutional 8S is their usual
Use in labor disputes; but there is a qualitative difference
between using a legal armed body in an unconstitutional
fashion and forming an unconstitutional armed body as
the nucleus of a "new" state.'

"What are the facts? Hague did use the police in
unconstitutional activities. On occasion he also swore in
deputies, etc. But he did more than that. He also organized
his own gangs, and these gangs were used to cow and beat
up or drive out of town organizers, leaflet distributors,
speakers, etc. In 1939 (June 4) one of these gangs even
traveled to Newark to break up an open-air meeting
Norman Thomas was to address. (Sec pamphlet, The Fight
Against Hagueism.) These weren't deputies or cops, but a
gang. Previously the CIa and other groups trying to
organize Jersey City decided to organize a free-speech
meeting. (See pp. 3-4 of same pamphlet.) Hague had not
only his cops and deputies there but thousands of people
whipped up by his gang-including all the veterans,
carrying dubs. The result was that two members of the
U.S. Congress did not dare to even enter Jersey City to
speak there. Another attempt was made. (See pp. 4-5.) Our
party participated actively in this one. Through us an
incipient workers defense guard movement was started,
with the Newark CIO and Workers Alliance agreeing to
provide support for the congressman who was to defy
Hague. I was there in Pershing Field with one of the
Workers Alliance guards: But the whole thing fell through
due to political timidity and poor organization. Thousands
of people roamed the field, most of them in well organized
bands, led by Legionnaires carrying clubs. The minute
O'Connell was spotted he was grabbed and slammed into
a car, banging his arm brutally on the way. and -he was
run out of town. An assistant CIO regional director was
treated even worse, being beaten so badly he had to be
hospitalized. It wasn't the cops or deputies that did this.

"Such are the things Trotsky was talking about, and he
was absolutely right when he called them unconstitutional
gangs. The trouble with Vern and Ryan is that they don't
know what they are talking about on this matter, or if they
did know, have forgotten facts that were well known at the
time Trotsky made his estimate of Hague as a fascist.
Thege bands were not made permanent because the war
came, the Stalinists became pro-war and even pro-Hague,
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openly supporting his candidates, and Hague, in return for
their tolerance and Roosevelt's, decided that he could get
along with the CIO. In other words, Hague changed. But
before he changed, he definitely followed the fascist
pattern in his organization of extra·legal bands to war on
the CIO."

Now that the facts are clear, perhaps Vern and Ryan
will feel half willing to change their estimate of Hague.
Half willing, because the "bourgeois democrat" Hague
definitely had one of the "two inescapable and basically
essential features" of a fascist, he had "his own gang." It
is tempting to leave it to Vern and Ryan to puzzle out
whether Trotsky committed a half error or whether Hague
didn't somehow or other have the second "inescapable and
basically essential" feature they need to tell a fascist from
a liberal, but perhaps we should suggest a way out of their
dilemma. Doesn't Hague's whole course of action itself
constitute a program with eloquent appeal to the "small
bosses who became infuriated because the crisis dee
pened"?

Now let me demonstrate how completely beside the point
this whole elaborate attempt to pontificate on Trotsky's
"error" really is. "In a fit of impatience to be about the
settlement of tasks not yet posed by history," Vern and
Ryan declare, "well intentioned comrades run the risk of
ignoring or misapplying the science of Marxism. In
picking up the error that Trotsky committed in regard to
Hague, they unconsciously tum a great revolutionist into a
prop for the bourgeois order: if Hague was a fascist, then
McCarthy is also; the class struggle is developed, then, not
so much against the bourgeois state as against this
'fascism' of one of its parliamentary bodies." Note that
phrase, "if Hague was a fascist, then McCarthy is
also.... " But that was not at all the analogy drawn in
the draft resolution_ Our analysis of McCarthyism doeB
not rest on 8uch an analogy but on observation of the
McCarthyite movement itself and general theoretical
considerations. The analogy with Hague concerns the
p08sibiblity of McCarthy ceasing to be a fascist. ''It is not
excluded," we said, "that McCarthy and those around him
can be absorbed by the Republican machine. . . . This
type of withdrawal was seen in the case of Mayor Hague, a
potential candidate for the role of American Hitler in the
late thirties. But if McCarthy follows this course, the role
of fascist leader will fall to someone else who will pick up
the strings by denouncing McCarthy's 'treason and
betrayal.' "

Isn't it clear that Vern and Ryan were 80 busy nailing
together a jerry-rigged platform of opposition that they
couldn't even read straight? They didn't even notice that
magic word, "potential," qualifying the candidacy of
Mayor Hague, not to speak of the fact that as an example,
and there are such, of a "bourgeois democrat" changing
into a fascist, Hague meets their criteria rather well, or
should we say half well?

By the way, while we are on the point it would
undoubtedly prove instructive to hear from Vern and Ryan
on how their "two inescapable and basically essential
features" for telling a fascist apply to General Franco. The
Spanish Generalissimo had the armed gangs without
doubt, but how about a "radical" or "anti-capitalist"
program? Having "corrected" TrotBky on Hague, it seems
in order for them to proceed a bit further and "correct" him



also on Franco. Perhaps Trotsky's "error"-or half-eHor
in regard to Franco also "derived from misinformation" as
in the case of Hague?

Why We Call McCarthyism "Incipient" Fascism
In contrast to this tangle of errors, confusion and

misinformation, let me summarize the approach used in
the draft ,resolution. McCarthy's whole course of action
reveals his aim-the destruction of bourgeois democratic
forms. Once this aim was clearly revealed, it was sufficient
to demarcate him from the bourgeois democrats. And as
800n as it became clear that his principal means to achieve
this was the organization of a middle-class following
independently of the Republican and Democratic ma
chines, we had sufficient criteria to characterize him as a
fascisl But if we are prepared to call McCarthyism
"fascism," why do we put the adjective "incipient" in front
of it?

The reason is that although McCarthyism is fascism in
essence it is far from being fully formed. It has not even
built its own party. At present it exists as a faction
primarily in the Republican Party but also extending into
Democratic ranks. This stage of its existence Btill remains
to be completed. Therefore, in form it is not yet an
independent organization. Its propaganda likewise is far
from finished form. And the same goes for its extra·legal
squads and activities.

If Vem and Ryan can follow the analogy, it is incipient
fascism the way a crocodile egg is an incipient crocodile.
Although the egg has a form that enables us to recognize
what species and genus it belongs to, thereby enabling us
to differentiate it from gay an egg laid by a liberal goose, it
lacks completely the shape and articulation of the adult
animal. Naturally. to people accustomed to approaching
such phenomena solely with a frying pan or griddle in
mind, the distinction is of little value. For them the
important thing is to be able to recognize an egg when you
see it. In the case of McCarthy, however, I would say the
egg has about hatched, giving us sight of a reptile that
shows little inclination to passively accept being whipped
up into a liberal omelette.

Having determined what McCarthyism is in essence, it
is not too difficult to determine the tendencies of its
evolution, for these will all be toward the development of
fascism in its full-fledged form, with such modifications as
the American scene imposes. Thus McCarthy's factional
activities indicate the trend toward independent organiza
tion. His "treason" and "communist menace" themes
indicate the trend toward social demagogy, as does his use
of the big lie technique. (Note to Vem and Ryan: The
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political need to appear anti-capitalist is not so pressing
for McCarthy as it was for Hitler, who faced a Social
Democratic and Communist movement having millions of
members and influencing tens of millions more.) The links
already formed between him and the conscious fascist
groupings about the country, the racists, Legionnaires,
and so on, project in no direction except the formation of
gangs such as formed around Hague and Coughlin. (Here,
r must observe that it would be the most criminal
irresponsibility to assure the Jews, Negroes and foreign
born, as do Vern and Ryan, that American fascism does
not have "a pre-determined attitude" toward them-that it
might not even be officially "anti-USSR ar anti-Stalinist"!
To make such assurances would be nothing less than to
assist in disarming the first prospective victims of
McCarthyism.)

How impelling these tendencies become will depend
finally of course upon far greater forces than the
McCarthyite movement in and of itself. The political
resolution considers these in the order of their importance.
First of all, is America's world position. If you grant that
America's relative world position has been seriously
weakened by the development of revolutionary movements
abroad, then with iron logic it follows that this weakening
will have a domestic reflex in greatly heightened econom
ic, social, and political tensions. But after the experience of
two world wars and the depression of the thirties, this can
only signify a mortal crisis for American capitalism.

The socialist solution is put on the order of the day. But
both theory and experience teaches that the American
capitalist class can be expected to put up the most
desperate resistance, and even choose a suicidal course
analogous to that taken by the German bourgeoisie. The
growth of McCarthyism, expre8sing the anguish and
despair of the middle class, would begin to press actively
on Big Business, seeking a decision from the ruling class
to turn to action. Under such conditions it would be
foolhardy to say in advance that Big Business would not
yield to the pressure and go down to their doom eyes shut,
but dragging a great deal along with them.

Fortunately for America and the world, Big Business
and McCarthyisID will not come to that unchallenged.
American labor will be granted its historic opportunity
and will surely justify the judgment of every great Marxist
that it is the m08t dynamic in the world. And the
American Trotskyists will do their part to assure success
by offering a program of action based on a truly scientific
analysis of the reality we face. That happens to include a
correct analysis of McCarthyism as the American form of
fascism.
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